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Abstract

Biomedical analyses are becoming increasingly complex, with respect to both

the type of the data to be produced and the procedures to be executed. This

trend is expected to continue in the future. The development of information

and protocol management systems that can sustain this challenge is there-

fore becoming an essential enabling factor for all actors in the field. The

use of custom-built solutions that require the biology domain expert to ac-

quire or procure software engineering expertise in the development of the

laboratory infrastructure is not fully satisfactory because it incurs undesir-

able mutual knowledge dependencies between the two camps. We propose

instead an infrastructure concept that enables the domain experts to express

laboratory protocols using proper domain knowledge, free from the incidence

and mediation of the software implementation artefacts. In the system that

we propose this is made possible by basing the modelling language on an

authoritative domain specific ontology and then using modern model-driven

architecture technology to transform the user models in software artefacts

ready for execution in a multi-agent based execution platform specialized for

biomedical laboratories.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 The scenario of Biomedical laboratories

Biomedicine and life sciences in general have been revolutionized by the in-

troduction of high-throughput technologies. A new era, characterized by the

so called “-omics” disciplines, has begun more than a decade ago. Nowadays,

the “new” generations of high-throughput technologies succeed one another

at increasing pace, in particular in the field of biomolecular analysis. DNA

sequencers of the current second generation are able to produce frighteningly

large amounts of data, in the order of the terabyte, in a single experiment.

The coming next generation is expected to raise the bar by 1 or 2 orders of

magnitude [94]. In figure 1.1 we can see the exponential trend observed in

the volume of data produced by the sequencing methodologies.

High-throughput technology has contributed to the large-scale studies on

the characterization of populations of biological entities [71]. A variety of

“-omics” disciplines, such as genomics [122], transcriptomics [23], proteomics

[52] and metabolomics [57, 110], have begun to emerge, with their own sets of

instruments, techniques, reagents and software. The characterization of the
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Figure 1.1: Advances in the rate of DNA sequencing over the past 30 years and

into the future. Source: Stratton et al. [118]

“-ome” produces huge amount of data that would be impossible to process

without specialised support from Information Technology.

Such a scientific and technological revolution is having a large impact on

our society, life and health. Innovative tools for environmental, food and

animal analysis based on the said “-omics” technologies are increasingly put

into play. Medical analysis, diagnosis and therapy equally benefit from high-

throughput discoveries and techniques. The advent of personalized medicine

is already in sight and regenerative medicine is no longer a far dream. In

figure 1.2 we can see the drop in of the cost of sequencing per genome. The

diagram clearly shows the exponential decreases of the prices, especially in

the last five years.

The work of life scientists is also rapidly changing. At present a re-

searcher deals not only with laboratory equipment and in vitro experiments
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Figure 1.2: Cost per Human Genome. Source: http://www.genome.gov/

sequencingcosts/

but also with software and web resources, i.e. in silico experiments. Sci-

entific protocols include a very broad spectrum of activities (whether manual

or automated) to be executed at the work bench and/or on computer sys-

tems. Computers play a central role in data production, collection, storage,

hypothesis formation and experimentation [87]. Several sectors of science are

becoming largely automated [17] and this aspect has been highlighted by the

emergence of “e-Science” [42].

However, to reap the benefits of computer systems and consequently of

automation, it is essential that scientists change the way in which scientific

knowledge is described, reported and stored. In fact, two of the problems

http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/
http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/
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in contemporary life science research are the interpretation and the repro-

ducibility of published experimental results. Hence, there is urgent need for

a formal representation of scientific knowledge, including procedures (e.g.,

laboratory protocols, bioinformatic workflows).

Laboratory protocols and experimental methodologies are indeed an in-

tegral part of research in life sciences. The way in which protocols are de-

scribed is decisive in permitting the reproducibility and the successful replic-

ation of experiments. Normally, the detailed notes about the kind of exper-

imental procedures and their order, the type of materials and the variety of

methods used by a researcher are available only inside their research group

or department. The information is then disseminated through the research

community by scientific publications and as a consequence it becomes avail-

able for the use of scientists who may be new to that topic. Every individual

study rests on ad-hoc laboratory protocols, which are usually included in a

“Materials and Methods” section defined only in natural languages.

This way of describing laboratory processes has many limitations that

fatally impair their repeatability, distribution and more importantly auto-

mation. This can lead to ambiguous statements and to vastly arbitrary

interpretations. Textual representation is the best choice for readability but

it does not promote the re-use of parts of the protocol description and does

not give a global, structured vision of the whole process also without high-

lighting the possibly numerous resources necessary for the execution of the

experiment.

A researcher can spend weeks or months to learn, set up, and apply new

experimental techniques or protocols. Thus, a significant amount of time

in the laboratory is spent learning techniques and procedures published by

other research groups. This is a never ending process for experimental life
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scientists since methodologies and their respective protocols are evolving at

a dramatically fast pace.

At the same time, laboratory automation is becoming increasingly cru-

cial in many fields of experimental research. Many wet-lab activities are

becoming dependent on laboratory robots [74]. Bioinformatics encompasses

automation in all the aspects related to biological data, including data col-

lection, management and analysis. Two levels of formalization are required:

one for the entities and operations deployed in protocols, another for the pro-

tocols themselves that can combine both manually executed and automated

procedures.

For the first level of formalization we use the power of the Ontology [59].

Ontology is one of the strategies for the structured and formalized represent-

ation of a given domain knowledge in a formal way, thus aiding in removing

ambiguity and redundancy, detecting errors and facilitating automated reas-

oning. Ontologies describe the entities of the specific domain but do not

specify how these entities should be used and combined.

The second level, laboratory procedures, could be structured using the

workflow metaphor [101]. A workflow is a representation of a sequence of op-

erations, declared as the work of a person, a group of persons, or machines.

Workflows enable the description and the orchestration of complex processes

in a visual form, capturing human-to-machine interactions within those pro-

cesses. Several disciplines adopt workflow systems for the automation of data

processing through a series of processing stages.

Biomedical laboratories play a key role in such a scenario, as places where

scientific discoveries are enabled and routine analyses are carried out. Auto-

mation and modern technologies in laboratories, besides directly enabling

the “big sciences” are also indirectly catalysing new science, discoveries and
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innovation. In fact, they release domain experts from routine activities that

would otherwise keep them occupied, preventing them from attending to

more scientifically relevant work. Extremely specialized devices are able to

perform routine activities in a fast, precise and reliable way. We may for

example consider liquid handlers which can dispense nano-volumes of liquid,

or robotic devices capable of moving samples around different locations.

1.2 Biomedical protocols

Several on-line resources are available for retrieving information about life-

science protocols and experiments. A protocol could be defined as a pre-

defined written procedural method in the design and implementation of ex-

periments” 1. Since 1997, the Science Advisory Board (SAB) [14] has been

working to the goal of improving communications between biomedical scient-

ists and suppliers of laboratory products and services. SAB also maintains

an extensive database of categorized by techniques.

Protocol-Online [13] appeared in 1999 on the web as a database resource

for research protocols in a variety of life science fields such as cell biology,

molecular biology, developmental biology, and immunology.

In 2004, the Nature Publishing Group (NPG) launched Nature Methods

[9], a monthly research journal on novel methods and significant improve-

ments to laboratory techniques in the life sciences and related areas of chem-

istry. In addition, Nature Methods includes a Protocols section describing

established methods written using ’bench terms’.

In 2006, JoVE [4] started to publish on-line video-protocols. The user

is not required to read through a written protocol but can simply watch a

1http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0000272

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0000272
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video. Each video article includes step-by-step instructions for an experi-

ment, a demonstration of equipment and reagents, and a brief discussion,

with experts describing possible technical problems and modifications [76].

In the same year, Nature Protocols [10], became available as a cutting-

edge on-line journal for biological and biomedical protocols. Protocols, writ-

ten in natural language, are organized into logical categories so as to be

easily accessible to researchers. They are presented in a ’recipe’ style provid-

ing step-by-step descriptions of procedures that users can take to the lab

bench and immediately apply to their own research.

As an example of a protocol for in silico experiments, Huang et al. [70]

describe how to use the DAVID bioinformatic resources for the analysis of

large gene lists derived from high-throughput genomic experiments, includ-

ing how DAVID modules can help users to extract biological meaning from

the given gene list and how individual modules should be used either inde-

pendently or jointly. In that way the reader can find the procedure easier to

follow to reproduce the study.

The approach used for describing a computation procedure is also adopted

for laboratory protocols. For instance, the protocol suggested by Fiegler

[51] is organized into several sections; first, a list of materials used in the

experiment including equipment, materials and their set up is provided. The

second section is a step-by-step description of the methodology used. Critical

steps that must be performed in a very precise manner and all toxic or

harmful chemicals are highlighted. These warnings are tagged by the heading

Critical step and Caution.

Unlike the articles in the previously cited journals, in Nature Protocols

the author of a manuscript is also asked to report the timing and possible

troubleshooting in order to give an idea of the duration of the procedure and
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on how to troubleshoot the most likely problems. Writing protocols using the

same pre-defined template will help understand the procedure, as well as the

critical steps and implementation of the technique reported in the published

study.

In laboratory protocols there are numerous examples of ambiguous sen-

tences. In fact, statements that can be interpreted in different ways can

introduce uncertainty as to how the procedure should be performed. For

example, the instruction “Remove the supernatant and dry the precipitated

DNA briefly before washing with 100 µl of 70% ethanol” introduces an ambi-

guity of the term ”briefly” [51], which may indicate different lengths of time.

It could mean 30 seconds, 5 minutes, 10 minutes or a longer time. The term

“gentle” in the instruction “Transfer slides into a solution of 0.1% sodium

dodecyl sulphate and incubate for 5 min with gentle shaking.” [51] can be

arbitrarily interpreted. This problem could be overcome by providing a single

value or a range of admissible values, depending on the activity performed,

which can help reduce the ambiguity in the meaning of the term.

Must be also noted that the writing style of Nature Protocols is not

intended to facilitate the automation of procedures. A computer machine will

not be able to read it, interpret it and then replicate the original experiment.

1.2.1 Real world protocols: an example

Figure 1.3 shows a real world protocol currently used at the Centro ricerche

interdipartimentale biotecnologie innovative (CRIBI) of Padua. It is written

in natural language (Scientific English) as a subsequent set of actions. The

protocol describes the extraction of plasmid DNA from bacteria cell colture

avoiding contamination by the E. coli genomics DNA [28]. It has been named

mini scale DNA preparation (“miniprep”). Each action is explained with
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some degree of depth depending on the particular protocol.

Figure 1.3: Example of a laboratory protocol: extraction of plasmid DNA from

bacteria cell colture avoiding contamination by the E. coli genomics DNA (“mini-

prep”) [28].

The figure shows fragment of a protocol as reported in the reference

manual of one of the several kits available for miniprep. Besides the com-

mercial manual, each laboratory has its own methodology and thus its own

protocols.

In step 1 a range is given for g-force centrifugation, but at which point of

the range we could have optimality in the reaction? Further imprecise state-

ments are given, in the number of times of inverting (step 2) or the incubation

time period (also step 2). This could lead to different interpretations and
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consequently lead to the need for some training to determine which condi-

tions are most suitable for a given laboratory. This could introduce noise in

the process and an suboptimal use of resources.

The cited protocol is targeted to molecular biologists that work with

nucleic acids, therefore the protocol is addressed for an experimenter with a

specific domain knowledge. However, the circumstances does not always fit

this situation. A misinterpretation could be taken over by a researcher new

to the field.

Figure 1.4 shows another representation of the miniprep protocol. We

can see the steps from 1 to 8 of the protocol. The representation helps the

researcher in the execution of the protocol. The protocol is depicted as a list

of actions in which every step is an action on his own. This representation

is naturally near to the workflow metaphor.

1.3 Vision and interpretation

To satisfy the flexibility needs of experimental scientists and laboratory per-

sonnel, who are already faced with frequent next generations of technology, a

suitable Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) should permit

a very easy and intuitive design and customization of laboratory workflows

by domain experts. To this end we want to develop a general purpose LIMS

that can be easily programmed by providing formal representation - the pro-

gramming language - of laboratory workflows. On the other shore we have

the laboratory domain expertise usually expressed in “recipe-like” protocols,

expressed in natural language, with all the drawbacks discussed in [80].
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Figure 1.4: Representation of a protocol.

1.3.1 Long term vision

The long term result aim of this work is to improve the quality of work and

thus the quality of product achieved by the biologist. The envisioned picture

is one in which the biologist is able to concentrate on the research goal rather

than on side details. In our scenario we assume that a scientist should be able

to declare which results he/she wants to obtain starting from a certain set of

conditions (e.g which data he has already obtained, which samples to work

on and so forth). A software able to understand this set of conditions will

therefore be able to make some reasoning upon those conditions. Thereafter
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it will be able to produce an experiment that addresses the biologist needs.

Afterwards the same software will be able to run the desired experiment

employing and interacting directly with the instrumentation provided by the

laboratory.

Figure 1.5: The Robot Scientist Adam. Adam is able to independently design ex-

periments to test hypotheses. The hardware used to build Adam is: a) an automated

20C freezer; b) three liquid handlers; c) three automated +30C incubators; d) two

automated plate readers; e) three robot arms; f) two automated plate slides; g) an

automated plate centrifuge; h) an automated plate washer; i) two high efficiency

particulate air filters; j) a rigid transparent plastic enclosure. Source: [74]

Elements of this vision has already been pursued by the Adam robot

[74]. Figure 1.5 depicts the architecture of the Adam robot. Adam is able to

automatically design experiments that test hypotheses on the domain of the
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yeast. The duty cycle of Adam includes the following step:

1. selection of specified yeast strains;

2. inoculation of strains into plate wells;

3. harvesting of defined quantity of cells.

. Thanks to these basic operations and to its specialised hardware and soft-

ware, Adam is capable of designing and performing more than a thousand

new yeast strains every day.

Our long term vision is the same as Adam. We would like to extend the

capabilities of the general case of Adam. In our vision we break the problem

down in some sub-problems that we aim to solve:

1. the ability to declare starting points;

2. the ability to declare goals;

3. the ability to formulate experiments as trajectories to move from a

starting point to a goal.

Problems of this kind are known in computer science fall in the realm of

automated planning [103]. Goals and starting points are similar objects. A

way to describe them is to declare a set of conditions [115].

An experiment is a set of actions. Every action takes in input a set of

conditions and transforms them into another set of conditions. An approach

that tries to formulate actions in that way is described by [114]. An ac-

tion could therefore be automatically selected by matching input and output

conditions.

In order to automatically create experiments, a repository of available

actions should be created. Actions could be described at various levels of
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granularity. An existing commercial kit could be regarded as coarse grained

action for a particular task. Typical commercial kit includes reagents and

detailed instruction for using it. The Plasmid DNA Purification is supplied

by MACHEREY-NAGEL2. If we break the kit down in finer grained parts

then, individuals actions became simpler, like for example a single step in

figure 1.3.

In summary, in order to automatically create a protocol we need: a start-

ing point; a goal; and a repository of predefined actions. The resulting

protocol will be a path of actions which connect the starting point to the

goal.

As seen in section 1.1, keeping track of the produced data is mandatory

irrespective whether the execution of the protocol is manual or automatic.

The system should be able to relate the environment with the procedure

so as to ensure that the application constraints are respected. In case of

malfunctioning recovery strategy must be carried out. As for example the

system could decide to stop the execution in advance and to put the samples

in a safe state.

In our domain of interest the environment is highly heterogeneous. The

system that is in charge of the execution must be able to cope with this. A

good strategy on this end is to develop a distributed system and to interact

directly with the involved resources. In the case that this is not possible

communication with the operator should be provided. The operator in this

way will be able to provide the correct action needed by the procedure.

Our work in this thesis aim at enabling the initial steps of the long term

vision. In particular we address one sub problem, to specify protocols and

to enable their automatic execution.

2http://www.mn-net.com/
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Figure 1.6 shows the principal entities in our environment. In the upper

layer two kind of scientists are depicted. In a biological laboratory a wet-

lab scientist performs experimentation producing data. The data is then

analysed by bioinformatics. Both of them prepare experiments that are then

physically executed using machine on the bottom layer. The work of this

thesis aim to build an architecture that act as bridge of the upper and bottom

layer.

Figure 1.6: Entities in a biological laboratory.

1.3.2 Interpretation

Enacting the vision described above requires a system architecture in which

the biologist (end-user) should be able to express his needs using a language
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close to his own domain knowledge. The system should be able to understand

this language and to process it. The system should be able to execute the

resulting procedures in the laboratory environment.

Figure 1.7: Modelling language, domain specific concepts, runtime system, auto-

matic transformation.

The system we envision is organized in two layers:

1. Front-end

(a) a modelling language that includes conditions, actions, objects;

(b) domain specific concepts arising directly from the laboratory ex-

perience;

2. Back-end

(a) a runtime, heterogeneous, distributed system;

(b) a way to relate procedures with the runtime system.

The front-end in our vision is the layer of the system that interfaces

directly with the end-user. We want a language able to express the flow of
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work of the laboratory procedures (1.a). Such a language should describe

the sequence of actions that constitute protocols as well the objects involved

in those actions. A graphical notation is also desirable as a way to ease the

use of the language.

To be as near as possible to the domain knowledge of the end-user we

want to bring in our language the concepts that directly arise from the labor-

atory experience (1.b). Such concepts could be effectively expressed in some

consolidated and authoritative knowledge base. For this reason we have

pointed our attention to the Ontology community. Ideally we want to use

ontology concepts directly in our language. Objects and actions could be

taken directly from a shared and acknowledged silos of terms. To this end

we want to combine a modelling language able to describe workflows (1.a) and

the domain-specific ontology together, thus shaping a new kind of domain-

specific language.

The back-end takes charge of the implementation and execution com-

plexity hiding them away from the front-end. Such complexity arises from

the laboratory environment. Biomedical laboratories, as we have seen, are

heterogeneous and distributed systems. The back-end (2.a) should take in

account, and resolve, the cited requirements. The rapid evolution of agent-

based systems confirms that the major advantages are significant: as for

examples decentralized ownership of tasks or high degree of potential concur-

rency. They allow the building of highly decentralized, distributed systems,

which correspond to real-world situations [27].
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1.4 Summary

The central point of our vision is the development of a domain specific mod-

elling language enriched with domain specific ontological concepts. Figure

1.7 shows that we want a way for relating the protocol expressed in the

modelling language (1.a and 1.b) in the runtime system (2.a) by means of

automatic transformations. Model-driven architecture (MDA) addresses the

model transformation end of the problem with solid methodologies and tools.

We therefore rely our vision upon MDA body of knowledge. We express

the modelling language using a metamodel directly enriched with a domain-

specific ontology. Then we want to use of automatic transformation (2.b) to

generate artefacts suitable for execution in the runtime system.

The remainder of this dissertation is organised as follows. The relevant

literature around our solution space is discussed in chapter 2. In chapter

3 we describe the architecture or our solution. In section 3.2 we present

the front-end ((1.a and 1.b). In section 3.3 we describe the back-end of our

solution (2.a and 2.b). Chapter 4 propose three use cases of our platform.

In section 4.1 we evaluated the specification language against an end-user.

In section 4.3 we used the platform in a real world environment producing a

real-case biological protocol drawn from an industrial setting. In section 4.2

we focused our effort around a common pipeline used in our laboratories to

analyse genomic data. Finally in chapter 5 we conclude our work recalling

the main result and outlining future work.



Chapter 2
Problem analysis

In this chapter we outline the relevant literature around the solution space

to which we have cast our problem. In section 2.1 we describe the experience

of both industrial and academic LIMS. In section 2.2 we summarize the

main concepts in the area of Ontology, with a view on the Ontologies in

the domain of biology. In section 2.3 we survey the main concepts of MDA;

we also described the relevant standard for business process notation and

interoperability; Finally, in section 2.4 we look at the Multi-agent system

(MAS) literature for the runtime system.
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2.1 Laboratory Information Management Sys-

tems

Effective management of information is essential to a laboratory environment

characterized by a wide variety of entities (e.g. biological samples, contain-

ers, locations, devices, experiments, protocols, laboratory personnel) and an

equal large spectrum of activities. Whereas some laboratory personnel staff

still annotate details of experiments into notepads, the trend is to use as

more electronic resources as possible in a paperless fashion [92]. Nowadays it

is fairly common to see tablet computers, PDAs and smartphones in use in

laboratory routine work. For decades now many laboratories have started to

use ad-hoc solutions to manage information. In the nineties the concept of

Laboratory Automation System grouped robots, conveyor systems, machine

vision, and computer hardware and software.

The acronyms ELN, LIS, LIMS are now commonly used in laboratory

environments, to indicate software systems - often commercial - that support

lab operations. An ELN, Electronic Laboratory Notebook, is a software tool

designed to be a replacement of a notepad [48]. LIS, Laboratory Inventory

Systems, refer to software systems assisting laboratories in keeping track of

their collection of biologically relevant materials [129].

A more comprehensive solutions is a LIMS, that ideally should also track

protocols and enable a smooth integration with automatic devices. The ma-

turity of the World Wide Web has provided a good infrastructure to allow

on-line access to the laboratory systems [67].

At present, automated devices combined with automated reasoning and

inference permit to carry out experimentation in a completely automated

fashion [74] enabling the vision of the Robot Scientist [116], able to devise
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new knowledge from the performed experiments and to autonomously plan

and execute the next experiments to be undertaken.

In the laboratory landscape, nevertheless, a general-purpose, easy to con-

figure LIMS is still missing, which could be effectively and efficiently custom-

ized by its end users. Laboratory experts usually do not and perhaps also

should not have computer programming skills. Moreover it would be unwise

and anti-economic to let them develop in-house sophisticated systems. In-

stead, they possess a deep knowledge of their own problem domain and a

clear intuition of the protocols that an information system should implement

and manage.

Actually, a long path stands between the natural language in which labor-

atory protocols can be expressed by domain experts and their implementa-

tion in an information system. This gap typically requires the intermediation

of IT professional (e.g. LIMS designer/developers, software specialists able

to configure LIMS and implement specific protocols). Usually, in-house de-

veloped solutions have rigid built-in protocols and therefore lack flexibility.

New or modified protocols must be directly coded in the programming lan-

guages of the software system. Commercial systems offer more flexibility, but

rely on proprietary standards and information representation. A standard

formalism has not yet emerged to share laboratory protocols among different

systems and in the laboratory community in general.

2.1.1 LIMS in Academic

Laboratories often adopt individually tailored protocols and in research labor-

atories novel strategies are typically explored. Due to the extreme level of

required customization, no suitable LIMS is readily available [60]. The com-

plexity of experiments and the amount of processed samples require more
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powerful tools than sophisticated electronic spreadsheets. The available com-

mercial systems are usually too costly and complex. The “one-size-fits-all”

philosophy can hardly be adopted in the laboratory world. Therefore, aca-

demic laboratories often develop their own custom LIMS. In any case im-

portant amounts of time and resources must be employed for the adaptation

when a new system for managing the information of a laboratory is adopted

[22]. Laboratory managers are often engaged in a difficult choice between the

purchase of a costly commercial solution to be customized or the long, and

perhaps eventually even more expensive, development of an in-house solu-

tion. Academic LIMS have been developed in a wide range of application

fields in the life sciences and biomedicine.

Voegele et al. [126] implemented a system based on a client (platform

independent web applications) - server (MySQL relational database) archi-

tecture. Their system has been tailored to a laboratory workflow aiming

at high-throughput candidate gene mutation scanning and resequencing. It

communicates with laboratory instruments and robots, tracking samples and

laboratory information.

PIMS is a LIMS acting as a support platform in the Membrane Protein

Structure Initiative [121]. It tracks essential information on the progress of

cloning, expression, purification and crystallization of membrane proteins.

The authors share the precious lessons learned during the challenging phases

of PIMS integration and adaptation with other initiatives interested in ad-

opting a LIMS as a data center for collaborative efforts.

RGMIMS is a modular, web-based LIMS designed in a rice functional

genomics laboratory [65], that according to its authors, could be easily adap-

ted to support general high-throughput plant research. Its web user interface

enables bar-code reading and rapid data capture and tracking of biological
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resources.

The Emergency Response Management System is a customizable LIMS

designed to support laboratory activities in chemical terrorism emergency

response [104]. It adopts standardized data formats for communicating

between different instrument types from different vendors.

Another example of emergency response infrastructure supported by a

LIMS is that dealing with outbreaks of highly infective bovine disease in

the UK [86]. That system is capable of scanning bar-codes and transferring

information across computer networks.

Screensaver is a free, open source, web based LIMS to manage the inform-

ation needs of a small molecule and RNAi screening facility [119]. Supporting

the storage and comparison of screenings data sets, the management of in-

formation about screens, screeners, libraries and laboratory work requests, it

overcomes the challenges arising when multiple independent research groups

conduct numerous and interleaved screening efforts.

SLIMS is a user friendly, open source web LIMS for genotyping laborator-

ies [125]. Studies searching for susceptibility genes for common complex dis-

eases usually collect thousands of samples generating millions of genotypes.

SLIMS aims to simplify common laboratory tasks and reducing laboratory

errors permitting users to easily generate reports, shareable lists and plate

design for genotyping.

iLAP, a freely available, open source, workflow driven information man-

agement system, aims at closing the gap between ELN and LIMS in the

genome biology community [117]. While LIMS are supposed to manage both

raw and processed data, ELN were developed to record and deal with sci-

entific data and to enable their sharing. iLAP combines experimental pro-

tocol development, wizard-based acquisition of data and high-throughput
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data analysis into a single integrated system.

A fundamental issue in the design of a LIMS, and in general in software

engineering, is the volatility of requirements [107]. This problem often ori-

ginates from the developer holding an incomplete knowledge of the domain of

interest and it is exacerbated by the extreme rate of innovation and change in

technology and scientific knowledge. In their ontology-driven LIMS solution

developed for web-based case reporting in medical mycology, Shaban-Nejad

et al. [107] propose an original approach based on software agents for the

analysis and the management of volatile and dynamic requirements.

As clearly highlighted in [107] it is difficult to combine the Information

Technology and computer programming skills necessary to implement and

directly customize a LIMS, with the domain knowledge and laboratory ex-

pertise needed to precisely describe laboratory workflows. Seedpod, a model

driven LIMS with a web-based graphical user interface [60] goes in this dir-

ection, allowing users to create an integrated model of a LIMS without pro-

gramming.

2.1.2 Lessons learned from commercial LIMS

As we have seen, a LIMS must be integrated in a concrete laboratory. In

[85] two different views to build a LIMS are described. One view is to build

a LIMS around a laboratory; the converse is to base the laboratory on the

LIMS. A modern laboratory is a constantly changing reality in which instru-

ments and procedures are changed every 1-2 years perhaps even less. Intro-

ducing new procedures and/or instruments could be expensive. Therefore an

opportune architecture should be adopted in the design a LIMS. McDowall

[85] points out two base consideration:

• The underlying processes must be streamlined and standardized as
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much as possible;

• The LIMS environment must be designed on the assumption that there

is no single application that will automate the whole laboratory.

VelQuest Corporporation [64], an industrial vendor, put forward a similar

distinction. They distinguish between thick LIMS and a thin LIMS. The

former is a LIMS developed from scratch around a laboratory need. The

latter uses Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components to build the core

facilities combining them through data exchange facility. The main assump-

tion of this vendor, for which all the corporate strategy is built around, is

that more benefits are to be gained by using a thin LIMS approach. Tradi-

tional LIMS (thick LIMS ) are a result of big efforts for custom coding and

to follow the requirements associated with any customization in the attempt

to bind an information management system to laboratory operational tasks.

GenoLogics Life Sciences Software Inc [56] is another player in the LIMS

scenario that adopts a similar vision. Furthermore, they single out some

other important requirements to be fulfilled by a LIMS:

• Sample traceability;

• Adaptability to changing technologies and methodologies;

• Workflow management tools.

Three simple criteria are then proposed for evaluating a LIMS:

• Does the LIMS enable labs to get up and running quickly?

• How easy is the LIMS to configure and customize by the user?

• Does the LIMS accommodate different users and workflows?
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ID Lesson learned

N-01 High level of customization required

N-02 Separation of concerns between IT and domain knowledge

N-03 Volatility of requirements

N-04 Integration with legacy application/Interfacing with instrumentation

N-05 Increase degree of automation

N-06 Reducing labor-intensive task

N-07 Long term support of technology

N-08 Tracking of samples and recording of data

N-09 Recording of protocols

Table 2.1: Main needs of a modern LIMS.

In our view we could combine the strategies proposed by the two vendors.

In Table 2.1 we summarize the needs resulting from our literature review

and from our own direct experience in the field. The development of a LIMS

requires different IT skills and domain specific (DS) knowledge to capture

the requirements fully and correctly.

Each aspects (IT, DS) is best tackled by an expert of the corresponding

field. The mixing of the skills is not commonly had and should be sought with

extreme attention. Having the experience of an IT expert is not required to

a biological expert and vice versa. In our interpretation, separating from the

start those two areas is a strategic choice which both worlds could benefit

from.

Generally, an information management system should operate in an en-

vironment in which legacy applications exist. Not considering the integration

with those applications could to suboptimal efficacy of the system. In partic-

ular, a LIMS has two objects: the laboratory and the organization managing

it [85]. A good implementation must consider both of them. Integration
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ID Technical requirement High-level need

R-01 A direct representation of the concept of protocol N-09, N-08

R-02 Capability to directly express protocols by the end-user N-01, N-03

R-03 Two layer architecture: one high-level layer able to interact

with the end-user

N-02

R-04 Two layer architecture: one low-level layer of the architecture

able to interact with the laboratory environment

N-02

R-05 Capability to automatic relate the high-level layer with the low-

level one

N-02

R-06 Capability to add new resources during the lifetime of the sys-

tem

N-03, N-01

R-07 Slim and general driver architecture able to integrate directly

with legacy application and instrumentation

N-04, N-06

R-08 Runtime environment able to perform automatic actions N-05, N-06

R-09 Long term support of technology N-07

R-10 Distributed system N-04, N-08

Table 2.2: Technical requirements

with legacy application is therefore a key asset for a LIMS. The same applies

for instrumentation interfacing. The opportunity of interfacing with existing

and feature, instrumentation should not missed in order to maximize the

efficacy of the system. An important objective for a LIMS is to reduce the

need for manual intensive tasks.

Technical requirements

From the review of the LIMS we can infer that deriving a general specification

it is not an easy matter. The difficulties include volatility of requirements,

incomplete knowledge, extreme rate of innovation [107]. From the literature,

nevertheless, we can single out some transversally desirable characteristics.
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A LIMS should not be too costly to purchase and maintain and complex

to operate [22]. It should have a modular architecture, because we cannot

believe in “one-size-fits-all” approach [22]. Ease of integration makes mul-

tiple, independent and interleaved efforts possible [119]. A further objective

should perhaps be the simplification of common laboratory tasks so as to

reduce protocol errors [125]. Experience shows that uniting software engin-

eering skills with domain knowledge in a single profile is doomed to fail [107].

It is rather opportune to enable each to deliver the best in a “separation of

concern” manner. When considering concrete protocols from the standpoint

of domain experts, we want to be able to deal directly with an explicit rep-

resentation of a protocol as a first-class entity. Table 2.2 shows the technical

requirements extracted from the industrial needs as well from the relevant

literature.

2.2 Ontology

2.2.1 Ontology in modern times

The exponential growth of experimental data, owing to rapid biotechnolo-

gical advances and to high-throughput technologies, as well as the advent

of the World Wide Web as a new means for data exchange, make it more

complicated and difficult to find the biological meaning hidden in the hetero-

geneous biological data available to the scientific community. Furthermore

the huge amount of information that are now produced on a daily basis, re-

quire more sophisticated management solution, while the availability of the

Internet as a modern infrastructure for scientific exchange has created new

demands with respect to data accessibility [95]. At the same time, in the era

of genome-scale biology, the accumulation of biological data is accompanied
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by the widespread proliferation of biology-oriented databases [62]. The need

to unambiguously classify the huge amount of data available as well as to

precisely define their semantic relationship has increased the need for formal

knowledge representation. In the 1980’s, the ontologies entered the computer

science field as a way to provide a simplified and well-defined description of

a specific domain or an area of interest.

More recently, we have seen an explosion of interest in ontologies as mod-

els to represent human knowledge. Ontologies are now extensively used in

applications related to areas such as knowledge management, natural lan-

guage processing, e-commerce [63], web services [66], intelligent information

integration, bioinformatics [1], education, life sciences [24] and medicine [31],

and in widely adopted technologies such as the Semantic Web [19].

There are several reasons for this large scenario of applications. Onto-

logies provide a common terminology, over a domain, necessary for com-

munication between people and organizations and also provide the basis for

interoperability between systems. They can be used for making the content

in information sources explicit and serve to index repositories of information

[77].

The growing interest in ontologies triggered the development of Onto-

logical Engineering, a novel field concerned with the ontology development

process, the ontology life cycle, the methods and methodologies for building

ontologies, and the tool suites and languages that support them [93, 41].

Despite the cited advantages, the choice of ontologies and formal repres-

entations incurs considerable costs for the retooling and upgrade of resources,

and for the training of ontology developers.
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2.2.2 Definitions

The word ‘ontology’ comes from the Greek ontos (being) and logos (word)

and its conceptual origin can be traced back to early philosophers who have

studied the theory of objects and their ties for centuries. In philosophy,

ontology is used to name the discipline that tries to describe reality. But the

term ‘ontology’ is still controversial because different people have different

ideas on the definition of an ontology. The first formal and explicit approach

to ontologies in the technical (not philosophical) sense dates back to 1900,

given by Husserl. Later in the 1980’s, the ontologies entered the computer

science field as a way to provide a simplified and well defined view of a specific

area of interest or domain. There is consensus in what an ontology is not: it is

not a taxonomy (is not just a class-subclass hierarchy), a dictionary (ontology

includes relationships between terms), nor a knowledge base that includes

individual objects. According to Gruber, an ontology, is “the specification

of conceptualizations, used to help programs and humans share knowledge”

[59].

An ontology defines “a set of representational primitives with which to

model a domain of knowledge or discourse” [79]. Ontologies provide a com-

mon shared vocabulary to model a domain, defining the types of objects and

concepts that exist with their properties and relationships. Ontology can be

classified according to the subject of conceptualization according to [84]:

1. general or common ontologies, defining concepts to represent common

sense knowledge, reusable across domains;

2. top-level ontologies, defining very general concepts independent of a

particular domain such as space, time, object, event, etc., and providing

general notions from which all root terms in existing ontologies should
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be related;

3. domain ontologies, defining concepts within a specific domain and their

relationships; the concepts in this type of ontology are usually the

specialization of concepts already defined in a top-level ontology;

4. task ontologies, defining concepts related to the execution of a partic-

ular task or activity and providing a vocabulary of terms used to solve

problems associated with task that may or may not belong to the same

domain;

5. application ontologies, containing all the definitions needed to model

the knowledge required for a particular application.

2.2.3 Upper ontologies

At present the notion of Ontology has proved to be a useful tool to express

domain knowledge. In the biomedical domain an important number of dif-

ferent ontologies has been produced. One serious problem with that is that

differing ontologies may be developed and applied for the representation of

the same domain. However, the mere use of ontology obviously does not

warrant the elimination of heterogeneity; instead it can raise heterogeneity

problems to a higher level. The development of the upper ontologies began

to resolve these problems.

The function of an upper ontology is precisely ”supporting interoperab-

ility between domain ontologies in order to facilitate the share used of data

both within and across disciplinary boundaries” [105]. Many upper ontolo-

gies were proposed describing a high-level of abstract concepts of reality.
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BFO

In the context of bioscience a widely upper ontology used is the Basic Formal

Ontology (BFO) [112] created by the Institute for Formal Ontology and Med-

ical Information Science (IFOMIS). This ontology is based on the philosophy

of realism (also called in this context BFO-realism). It takes the basics from

Aristotle’s concept of reality [88].

A formal ontology is a theory at the highest and most domain-neutral

level and deals with the categories and relations which appear in all domains

and which are in principle to reality under any perspective [58]. Object,

relation, group, number, part-of are examples of categories. BFO, following

the interpretation given by Husserl, describes the basic structures of reality.

The two main branches are Continuant and Occurrent:

• The Continuant branch describes entities that have continuous exist-

ence and persist self-identically through time. Examples are a table,

the sun, a protein.

• Occurrents otherwise are processes and hence occur in time and they

unfold themselves through a period of time. Examples are the life of a

person, the run of an horse.

The authors of BFO recognize the difference of being continuants and oc-

currents and prepared the SNAP (for continuant) and SPAN (for occurrent).

BFO has been adopted by many projects1, some of which operating in

the biomedical domain. An example application of BFO can be seen in the

Ontology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI).

There are some limitations in the approach used by the authors of BFO,

the question about what features should have an upper ontology is still very

1http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/users

http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/users
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open. Some opponents criticize the rigidity of the concept of existence. In

[49], for example, the authors put forward the impossibility to describe the

concept of hypothesis as a fundamental blockage.

2.2.4 Ontologies in biology

In biology the heterogeneity of ontologies represents an emergent issue. The

use of the word ontology within biology is relatively recent. Several decades

ago, the main aim of the bioinformatics was to store, retrieve and analyse

the data produced by biologists; such as for example nucleotide sequences

and protein structures. At that time, the limited amount of data produced

by biological researchers, required simple systems for their management, or-

ganization and analysis.

However, the advent of the genome sequencing projects, high-throughput

experiments, and other techniques produced a huge amount of data that

needed analysis. The amount of accessible biological data started to grow

exponentially. Nowadays, bioinformatics systems have to deal with large

amounts of complex information, unmanageable for a scientist without soph-

isticated knowledge of management and information processing tools [83].

Data are now dispersed throughout several different databases and their in-

terpretation and analysis require sophisticated tools for data management

and information processing. Organized in this way, biological information is

encapsulated within database schemes and is not easily available to scientist.

The available data are growing at an exponential pace but the knowledge

contained in them is not growing equally fast. There are different reasons

for this lack of productive knowledge and the most important one is that

biological phenomena can be described in many different ways [61] and this

complexity has not been tackled at semantic level. That means that usually
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the biologists are left with a giant base of information that they cannot

access, analyse, or integrate in a pratical way [46]. The impossibility of

drawing on information from the available data, adds further pressure to

implement standardised and compatible nomenclature in molecular biology.

Computer scientists therefore recognized in biological data a domain in

which ontologies were needed in order to solve problems of heterogeneity. A

subsequent phase saw the adoption of bio-ontology by the biological com-

munity itself as a means to consistently annotate different features, from

genotype (e.g nucleotide sequences, proteins) to phenotype (e.g. diseases)

[29].

The fundamental problem with all that is that biomedical scientists collect

facts, often recording them in natural language, and then use that knowledge

to make inferences about yet uncharacterised observations. Because of this,

their knowledge domain is highly heterogeneous. While it is easy to compare,

for instance, nucleic acid or polypeptide sequences between bioinformatics re-

sources, the knowledge component of these resources is very difficult to com-

pare, both for humans and computers, because the knowledge is represented

in a wide variety of lexical forms [29].

Often in biology a word refers to two different concepts: for example, the

concept of ‘gametogenesis’ means different processes in mammals or in plants

and a user, querying a database for this concept, needs to deal with these ter-

minological and conceptual incompatibilities. This situation makes it more

complex for a computer system to process biological information because it

would not be able to reason over the data and capture the knowledge con-

tent. Thus, there is urgent need to find a strategy for the representation of

biological knowledge in a formal way that facilitate reasoning data processing

based.[39]. One way to do this is to represent the knowledge as ontologies:
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the resulting ‘bio-ontologies’, a relatively new area of bioinformatics [24].

In the last decade, several groups have been developing controlled vocab-

ularies and descriptors mainly for the annotation of this kind of data. For in-

stance, the Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI) ontology working group

is developing an ontology to facilitate the consistent annotation of metabolo-

mics experimental data [7]. Besides the well known Gene Ontology [1], there

are many other initiatives focused on standardization and ontology develop-

ment that may be cited, such as MIAME [6] and PRIDE [12].

Open Biomedical Ontologies

As stated above, an ontology has to be widely disseminated and accepted

among the users of the field that it aims to capture. In this respect, a

strong community involvement is crucial to ensure that each specific domain

is represented by a single ontology. This result is reached by the Open

Biomedical Ontologies standards.

The Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO)2 is a collection of controlled

vocabularies developed in 2001 for the ontological representation of several

biological domains. The aim of this initiative, focused on object-level ques-

tions, is to represent in an exhaustive way the proteins, organisms, diseases

or drug interactions that are of primary interest in biomedical research [113].

The main role of the OBO umbrella is to be an ontology resource. It

is supported by the NIH Roadmap National Center for Biomedical Onto-

logy (NCBO) through its BioPortal and it is continually kept up-to-date by

ontology-based developers. There are currently over 60 live-science ontologies

lodged in OBO, covering domains such as anatomy, development and pheno-

type, genomic and proteomic information and taxonomic information. All of

2http://obofoundry.org
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them use a range of different attributes to describe the respective biological

domain.

To be included in OBO, an ontology has to be developed following a set of

principles that are used to give coherence to wider ontological efforts across

the community:

• openness: ontologies must be available to all, without any constraint

or license on their use and it is only asked that users acknowledge

the original source. This encourages usage and community buy-in and

effort;

• common representation: this is either the OBO format3 or the Web

Ontology Language (OWL)4. This provides common access via open

tools and offers common semantics for knowledge representation;

• independence: lack of redundancy across separate ontologies encour-

ages combinatorial re-use of ontologies and the interlinking of ontologies

via relationships;

• identifiers: each term should have a semantic-free identifier, the first

part of which refers to the originating ontology. This eases easy man-

agement;

• natural language definitions: terms themselves are often ambiguous,

even in the context of their ontology, and definition helps ensure ap-

propriate interpretation. Thus, the terms in each ontology must have

a proper textual definition explaining clearly the exact meaning of the

concept within the context of a particular ontology.

3http://www.geneontology.org/GO.format.shtml#oboflat
4http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
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The principles described above are necessary to ensure that the OBO

ontologies remain a resource for the entire community. At the same time,

the developers of a small set of OBO ontologies have initiated the OBO

Foundry. The participants have established a set of additional principles over

the existing and well-defined original OBO rules. These further principles

require that ontologies:

1. are a result of a collaboration among the other OBO members;

2. use a set of relationships defined in the OBO Relation Ontology (RO)

[111];

3. provide procedure for identifying successive versions;

4. represent a clearly specified and delineated content to ensure additivity

of annotations and to bring the benefits of modular development.

5. members can propose new principles using the OBO wiki page5.

The long-term goal is that the Foundry offers a resource, where data

that are produced by biomedical researches and available to the scientific

community, are collected in a consistent and algorithmically traceable way.

In this way it will be possible to solve some problems associated, for instance,

with the differences between technical and biological language.

Ontology for Biomedical Investigation

In the available literature we to find a good amount of ontologies mainly

intended for biological data annotation. However, only a few projects have

been developed for the representation and formalization of the experimental

5http://obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/OBO Foundry Principles
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protocols and the automatic operations producing such experimental data.

A formal definition of scientific experimental design, laboratory entities and

operations is undoubtedly important, also in the case of manually executed

experiments. The development of an ontology of experiments is a funda-

mental step in the formalization of science, since experimentation is one of

the most characteristic features of science.

In this regard, the EXPO ontology of scientific experiment has been de-

veloped to formalize generic knowledge about scientific experimental design,

methodology and representation of results [114]. Ontology represents the

design of an investigation, the protocols and instrumentation used, the ma-

terial used, the data generated and the type of analysis performed.

EXACT [115] is an ontology of experimental actions that can be used as

a formalism suitable for a structured representation of laboratory protocols.

The OBI ontology addresses the need for controlled vocabularies not only

for the experimental data annotation but also for the representation of invest-

igations in the Biological and Biomedical Sciences [40]. OBI is a controlled

vocabulary with additional logical constraints expressed in OWL. OBI sup-

ports the annotation of database records, in addition can be used to improve

the annotation process automatically checking the consistency. OBI contains

2,500 classes and is pubblicy available.

The authors of OBI presented some use cases in order to assess the com-

prehensiveness of OBI and to show how to use terms for annotation. They

have discussed some real-world experimental processes to demonstrate how

to model entities and relations between entities in biomedical investigations

using OBI. The three use cases discussed in [32] are: i) a neuroscience in-

vestigation about the role of the primate caudate nucleus in the expectation

of reward following action; ii) a vaccine protection investigation; iii) an auto-
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Figure 2.1: Boxes represent instances labelled with the related class. Relationship

are depicted as links labelled in italics. For example. the organism Macaca fuscata

has NCBI 9542 as term ID (from the NCBI taxonomy). Source: [32].

mated functional genomics investigation. Each of those use cases is repres-

ented by statements using terms defined in OBI. Figure 2.1, for example,

depicts a model of a single trial in the aforementioned neuroscience investig-

ation. The upper level consists of the BFO classes material entity, process,

role, function, information content entity.
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Material entity In BFO, object, object part and object aggregate are used

to describe physical things. However, usually biomedical investigations uses

entities with a large span of size (e.g. from cells to tissues to organs). In

order to avoid to operate at this low level of granularity the material entity

class has been created. The class material entity is an independent con-

tinuant. Material entities are spatially extended and their identity persist

through time, for example an organism and a centrifuge. They import sev-

eral subclasses from external ontologies like the molecular entity hierarchy

from ChEBI [45] or the organism from the National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) taxonomy [127].

Planned process The definition given for Planned process is: “A proces-

sual entity that realizes a plan which is the concretization of a plan specific-

ation.”6. A Planned process is intentionally initiated by an agent to achieve

some goals, specified as objective specification in OBI. An instance of a pro-

cess could have inputs and outputs specified by means of has specified input

and has specified output. Outputs are needed at the end of the process to

attain objective. Inputs are declared in plan specification and are not origin-

ated during the execution.

A plan specification is “a directive information entity that when concret-

ized it is realized in a process in which the bearer tries to achieve the ob-

jectives, in part by taking the actions specified. Plan specifications includes

parts such as objective specification, action specifications and conditional

specifications.”7.

6Full ID: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0000011
7Full ID: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/IAO_0000104

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/OBI_0000011
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/IAO_0000104
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Information entities Since the domain of OBI is important to describe

information like data, results, reports. The Information Artifact Ontology

(IAO) was created as a separate effort with the aim to develop a general the-

ory of information entities. It is imported by OBI with Information content

entities as root class. Since they are a generically dependent they must be

borne by other entities. One of the subclasses of IAO is directive information

entity. Both Plan specification and Objective specification are subclasses of

it. Other classes include protocol, study design.

Roles and Functions As described in [20], a Role has two properties: an

entity which the Role is linked with, and a process that realizes the Role.

It is a Realizable entity and the realization is not typical of its bearer. The

Role is played by an instance under some circumstances, and it is optional.

A Role is used in OBI to define the study design of an investigation.

A Function is similar to the Role: it is a realizable entity and it has a

bearer. The main distinction is that the manifestation is a reflection of it

in-built physical structure, the given structure is designed to exercise the

structure. As example, the function of a computer program to compute

mathematical equations, conversely the Role of a person as a surgeon.

2.3 Model-driven engineering

2.3.1 Definitions

The IEEE Computer Society defines software engineering as “the applica-

tion of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development,

operation, and maintenance of software” [18]. The term “software engineer-

ing” has been coined in the 1968 NATO Software Engineering Conference.
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It can be divided into sub-disciplines the first of which is software require-

ment gathering consist as “a property which must be exhibited in order to

solve some problem in the real world” [18]. Software analysis is the process

of elaborating system requirements to derive software requirements. One of

the outputs of this process could be conceptual models, comprising “models

of entities from the problem domain configured to reflect their real-world

relationships and dependencies”.

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software engineering method which

focuses on creating such models [55]. One of the goals of MDE is to reduce the

gap between models and implementations. This gap exists when a concrete

realization is developed using lower abstractions that those used to express

the model [54]. MDE concentrates on designing models that are closer to

domain-specific concepts of some particular domain rather than to computing

(or algorithmic) ones. MDE’s basic concepts are models, meta-models and

transformations [50].

MDA is an instance of MDE. MDA is based on Meta-Object Facility

Meta-Object Facility (MOF) by Object Management Group (OMG). A

common chain of work under this methodology comprises the definition of a

metamodel under a specific domain. A model conforms with a metamodel is

built. Eventually, by means of specific transformation an executable repres-

entation is created. Tools supporting the above chain are vital to draw real

benefits from application of the methodology. Specific technology already

exist that support the whole chain (e.g. the ecosystem that revolves around

Eclipse).

MDE’s basic concepts are model, metamodel and transformation [50].

A classical representation of this concept is given under the form of a 4-

layers pyramid shown in figure 2.2 [47]. The real-world manifestation of a
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model is called M0 (bottom of the pyramid). Things that we try to represent

are at the M1 level. They conform to a reference model described by a

language from the M2 level, also called metamodel. The metamodel defines

the concepts that should be used in defining models at M1 level. The set

of concepts used to define a metamodel reside at the M3 layer and is called

metametamodel. A metamodel has a metametamodel as reference model.

Finally, a metametamodel is a model that is its own reference model (i.e. it

conforms to itself) [72]. These layers are called the linguistic layers [34].

Figure 2.2: A general modelling architecture. The M0 layer represents real world

things. At M1 level there are abstraction of real things. Those are defined, as thus

conform to, at the M2 level. Which is defined using a language at M3 level, that

is finally conform to itself. Source: [47].

A model-to-model transformation takes a model in input (with a refer-
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ence metamodel) and produces another model in output (with a reference

metamodel). It therefore enacts a bridge that transforms concepts from

one modelling space into corresponding concepts in another modelling space.

Conversely a model-to-code transformation produces as output the code for

some programming language.

Models

We not try here to answer the question: what a model is and which features

are relevant to define it.

In software engineering a model is a tool used to minimize errors in soft-

ware development. It is the designer’s representation of a particular as-

pect of a concrete reality. It is expressed by a precise language which is its

metamodel. Hence the model conforms to its metamodel and this conform-

ance enables deterministic processing of the model. By analogy a metamodel

is for a model what a grammar is for a programming language [30]. The main

assumption in MDE is to consider models as first class entities [34].

A more precise definition is given in [106]: “a model is a set of statements

about some system under study”. The important concept of interpretation is

given here as “a mapping of the model’s elements to elements of the system

under study”. In traditional scientific disciplines models are usually descript-

ive. However they are also used as specifications in engineering disciplines,

including software design. Therefore a model could be either descriptive or

prescriptive.

A distinctive aspect of models is undoubtedly their relationship with real-

ity: “A model is an external and explicit representation of a part of reality

as seen by the people who wish to use that model to understand, change,

manage, and control that part of reality”[96].
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Models can represent, describe, and specify things [21]. A descriptive

model is one that “describes reality, but reality is not constructed from it”.

A prescriptive model is one that “prescribes the structure or behaviour of

reality and reality is constructed according to the model; that is, the model

is a specification for reality”. Since in the realm of software engineering most

of the models are used to construct a “reality” from them, in the remainder

of this work we take a model to be prescriptive entity.

PIM and PSM MDA defines an approach that separates the specification

of the intended system functionality from the implementation of it on a spe-

cific technology platform. MDA allows us to use a single model, specifying

system functionality, to be realized and deployed on different platforms. Sys-

tem functionalities are described into a Platform Independent Models (PIM).

How such functionalities are realized is specified in a Platform Specific Model

(PSM). Figure 2.3 shows the typical path from PIM to PSM and code. As

result a PIM makes an abstraction and in doing so it hides technical details..

A PSM instead has implementation concepts specific of a given platform. In

order to relate a given PIM with a PSM of choice a transformation should be

written. A model-to-model transformation may be used to project a PIM,

associated with a description of the target platform, to the execution infra-

structure thus creating a PSM. With the same approach, source code for the

implementation could be automatically generated from a PSM. This trans-

formation step, PSM to code, is currently more mature than PIM to PSM.

2.3.2 Models and Ontologies

In the recent years, meta-modelling and ontologies have been considered

together to build a common framework. To better understand how ontology
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Figure 2.3: Traditionally in MDA, a specification independent from the

target platform (PIM) is first created. The PIM is converted by auto-

matic transformation (PIM to PSM) in a PSM . If needed, the PSM could

be refined (PSM to PSM). Finally executable code is generated (PSM to

Code). Source: http://www.sparxsystems.com/uml_tool_guide/mda_

transformations/mdastyletransforms.htm.

and MDE could relate to each other we now discuss some qualities of models

and ontologies.

The open-world assumption is a characterizing property of ontologies. It

states that anything not explicitly expressed by a knowledge base is unknown.

If a particular statement is not made we cannot infer a false value about that

it, but we only know that the information is not known [69]. Conversely, the

closed-world assumption expresses that any statement that is not known to

be true is false (this is usually the case in databases).

Another important issue is to discern whether models describe or control

reality. Hence whether they are descriptive or prescriptive [106]. A model is

descriptive if it describes reality thus makes statements about some system.

The reality is not however constructed from it. A model instead is prescript-

ive if it prescribes structure or behaviour of reality. In this case a model is

http://www.sparxsystems.com/uml_tool_guide/mda_transformations/mdastyletransforms.htm
http://www.sparxsystems.com/uml_tool_guide/mda_transformations/mdastyletransforms.htm
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a specification of reality. In general models could be equally descriptive or

prescriptive. However, since they specifies a set of statements from which

a system could be developed, in software development they usually have a

prescriptive nature [21]. Since the open-world assumption does not allow a

complete and final description, an ontology has always a descriptive nature.

Ontology-aware meta-pyramid

As seen in subsection 2.2.3, an upper ontology is built for better interoper-

ability. A domain ontology (see subsection 2.2.2) specializes concepts taken

from an upper ontology. Using the previous consideration, Assmann et al. [21]

propose the ontology-aware meta-pyramid. Figure 2.4 shows the correspond-

ing model: domain ontologies live at level M1 and correspond to models. An

upper ontology, providing a language for ontologies, should live at level M2.

Assmann et al. [21] argue that one meta-metamodel language could be used

to specify both ontology and meta-models. This is depicted in Figure 2.4

in which at level M3 there is one artifact. Both the ontology dimension and

the model-driven dimension instantiate from this meta-metamodel.

Linguistic and ontological dimensions in the MDE layers

Bézivin [34] use a different approach to relate ontology and MDE. The four

MDE levels are called in this contest linguistic layers. They point out that

concepts from the same linguistic layer can be at different ontological layers.

Figure 2.5 depicts the four meta-layers considering this important remark.

The linguistic instantiation runs on the vertical dimension; conversely the

ontological instantiation runs on the horizontal dimension.
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Figure 2.4: The ontology-aware meta-pyramid. Domain ontologies live at level

M1. Upper ontologies live at level M2. Ontology metalanguages live at level M3.

Source: [21].

Mapping from model and ontological technical spaces

Another formulation is given by [73]. The authors propose a mapping from

the model engineering to the ontology technical space. Their work is fo-

cused on a mapping between Ecore and the Ontology Definition Metamodel.

Some caveats following from the difference between those technical spaces

are discussed (e.g. differences from EClass to OWLClass) in the cited work.

Mapping between EMF objects OWL/RDF

Hillairet Guillaume and Yves [68] proposed another mapping between EMF

objects with OWL/RDF Resources. Also this mapping presents some diffi-

culties: class membership is an example. In object-oriented languages the
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Figure 2.5: The four meta-layers in terms of ontological engineering and its

orthogonal instance-of relations: linguistic and ontological. Source: [34].

membership of objects is fixed. In OWL instead an individuals can belong

to multiple classes. The authors propose a set of Eclipse plugins that are

able to make a round-trip transformation between OWL and Ecore. The

project (named EMF4SW8) is not yet mature enough to cope with large and

complex ontologies. However it is in very active development and it is able

to handle with relatively small ontologies.

2.3.3 Workflows

Definitions

In the workflow context, a process can be considered as the set of activities

performed by different entities, and their execution ordering through dif-

ferent constructors, which make it possible to control the flow of execution

8http://code.google.com/p/emftriple/
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(e.g. sequence, choice, parallelism and join synchronization). An elementary

activity is an atomic piece of work [101].

A workflow is a representation of a sequence of operations, declared as the

work of a person, a group of persons, or machines. Workflows make the de-

scription and the orchestration of complex processes possible in a visual form,

capturing human-to-machine interactions within those processes. Several

disciplines adopt workflows systems for the automation of data processing

through a series of processing stages.

A workflow is therefore the structured definition of a process used for

the automatic management of particular activities. The formalization of a

process (workflow schema) involves the definition of activities, the specifica-

tion of their order of execution (i.e. the routing or control flow) and of the

responsible actors. Other features should be taken into account too, e.g. the

data flow [101] or the various ways in which resources are represented and

utilized in workflows [102]. Many formalisms and notations exists, we con-

centrate our description on Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN)

and XML Process Definition Language (XPDL).

In the last few years the interest for workflow development has seen a con-

siderable growth also in the scientific community [44]. Scientific workflows

can be considered as the executable description of scientific processes [109].

Similar in nature to business workflows, they have the distinct characteristic

of operating on large amounts of heterogeneous data. In particular, they are

generally data-flow oriented instead of being control flow and event-based.

They also are very versatile in composing flows of execution. In bioinform-

atics, in particular, workflows are extremely valuable for programming the

steps of in silico experiments in a visually intuitive manner. However, work-

flows are still not commonly adopted in the formalization of protocols for
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biological laboratory experiments.

There are several available tools for workflow design and enactment [100],

for instance JPEd [5], an open-source visual editor for general-purpose work-

flows. Taverna [89], developed by the myGrid project, is the workflow plat-

form most commonly used for the systematic analysis of vast amounts of

data, but it does not allow the description of laboratory experimental pro-

cedures. Taverna workflows can be shared among the scientific community

thanks to Web 2.0 initiatives like myExperiment [8]. This social web site en-

ables scientists to publish their workflows and in addition to execute, reuse

and share workflows of other groups. In this way myExperiment contributes

in reducing time-to-experiment, in sharing knowledge and expertise and in

avoiding reinvention [43].

BPMN

BPMN [3] is a graphical notation based on intuitive flowcharts for the defin-

ition of business processes. Originated from the Business Process Manage-

ment Initiative, in 2005 it was merged into OMG [11] and in 2009 1.2 became

a standard. A major revision process for BPMN 2.0 is in progress. BPMN

aims to support both technical and business users. The notation provided is

based on simple graphical elements, the main goal of which is to provide a

standard notation understandable by all the experts involved in the business

process.

The set of graphic elements is relatively small and comprises just four

main categories: flow objects ; connecting objects ; swimlanes ; artifacts. In Fig-

ure 2.6 we can see the main elements for each of those categories.
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Figure 2.6: Core set of BPMN elements. Source: http://www.bpmn.org/

Samples/Elements/Core_BPMN_Elements.htm

Flow object The Flow object categories consist of three core elements:

Events ; Activities ; Gateways. Event, rappresented as a circle, denotes some-

thing that happens. Many types of events are described by BPMN, the

principal are the Start and End event, respectively green and red. Activity,

describes some kind of work to be performed. Task and Sub-process, some

special cases are in which the former represents an atomic unit of work and

the latter is used to involve some self-described process. Gateways are used

finally, to describe splits and/or joins.

Connecting objects Connecting objects are used to make connections

between flow objects. A line with an arrow is used to describe an execution

order, namely Sequence flow. Message flow (open circle at the start, dashed

line and an open arrowhead) describes which messages flow across pools.

Association, represented with a dotted line, describes a relationship between

an artifact and a flow object.

http://www.bpmn.org/Samples/Elements/Core_BPMN_Elements.htm
http://www.bpmn.org/Samples/Elements/Core_BPMN_Elements.htm
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Swimlanes Swimlanes are used for categorising activities. Pool contains

one or more lanes. The former is used to differentiate between organisation,

instead the latter is used to organise activities accordingly with a performer

or a role.

Artifact The last category, artifact, permits to add some information to

make the diagram more clear. Data objects describe which data is produced

or is needed. Group is just a way to group different activities without affect-

ing the flow of the process. An Annotation is used to make comments about

the chart.

XPDL

XPDL [16] is a markup language created to ensure interoperability among

different workflow management tools in order to handle workflow processes.

It was designed to enable the exchange of process definitions, addressing both

the graphical and the semantic notations of the relevant workflow. Born as

a support for serialization of BPMN constructs, it also incorporates inform-

ation relating to the graphical representation (e.g. the position of blocks in

the workflow). XPDL was developed by the Workflow Management Coalition

(WfMC) [15], a consortium formed to define standards for the interoperabil-

ity of workflow management systems.

XPDL [108] is based on a XML syntax specified by an XML schema. They

main elements of the language are Package, Process, Activity, Transition,

Participant, DataField, Type Declaration.

The Package element is a container that holds all the other elements. It

could have some Processes performed by one or more Participant. A set of

Activities could be declared at Package level to be used by processes. It is
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possible to use standard types to define DataFields. In addition, it is possible

to declare new types using different mechanisms such as external references

or in-line type declaration.

Figure 2.7: XPDL Process metamodel. Source: [108]

Process metamodel In Figure 2.7 we see an in-depth representation of

Process used in the XPDL metamodel. A Process is a composition of different

elements. A set of elements of Activity type is declared inside a Process. An

Activity element is the main block of a workflow definition. It could be

of various types such as Task/Tool or SubFlow. Task/Tool defines a set of

Applications used to specify the interface that should be used to call specific

services. A SubFlow activity invokes an external self-contained Process. A
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Route activity is a dummy Activity used for routing purposes. BlockActivities

are used to execute ActivitySet that are embedded sub-processes. Participant

elements are used to specify the entities that execute work.

Activities are connected by Transitions that are used to specify the se-

quence flow. Each of them connect a From-Activity with a To-Activity. In

order to make decisions about the sequence (i.e. which transitions needs

to be fired) workflow relevant data are used. They are specified using the

DataFields element, Datatypes defines new types. A Process, and therefore

also a SubFlow, could take parameters in input and specifies parameters as

output. A third mode of parameter passing is provided, INOUT, in which

parameters are modified during the execution.

2.4 Multi-agent system

2.4.1 Definitions

The Multi-agent system (MAS) is a natural and powerful metaphor for con-

ceptualizing, designing and implementing software systems with components,

possibly distributed that exhibit properties of autonomy and communication.

MAS provides a model more consistent with reality itself. It is commonly

used to describe complex systems in which autonomous entities are called

upon to solve common objectives through the only means of interaction

between them.

Agents are commonly classified by means of some exhibited properties.

Wooldridge and Jennings [128] propose four properties that an agent should

exhibits:

Autonomy: agents incorporate an internal state, not accessible by other
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agents, and makes decisions based on his actions to his condition,

without the direct intervention of humans or other agents;

Reactivity: the ability to react to environment changes around them, whenever

such changes affect their goal;

Pro-activity: the ability to generate events in the environment, start the in-

teraction with other staff, coordinating the activities of different agents

stimulating them to produce certain responses;

Social ability: the ability to communicate with other agents, cooperating in

pursuit of common objectives, exchanging information and knowledge.

In the last few years the relevant literature recognized the need to ex-

plicitly embody the notion of resource in a MAS [98], [90]. A well known

approach to address this need is to use the notion of “artifact”. Artifacts

can be considered as complementary abstractions to agents populating a

MAS. While agents are goal-oriented pro-active entities, artifacts are a gen-

eral abstraction to model function-oriented passive entities. MAS designers

employs artifacts to encapsulate some kind of functionality, by representing

(or wrapping) existing resources or instruments mediating agent activities

(see figure 2.8) [75]. The intent is to encapsulate functionalities and services

in suitable first-class abstractions at the agent level [98]. Artifacts could be

used for wrapping existing resources and therefore are a suitable model for

our purpose. Particularly fitting is the Agent and Artifact model [98], in

which an Artifact is structured as a set of operations.

Ricci et al. [99] is proposed simpA, a framework built to facilitate the

development of concurrent applications built on top of agents, artifacts and

workspaces. Workspaces are logical containers. They are used to structure

the environment where agents play. SimpA is developed using Java and
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Figure 2.8: Abstract representation of an artifact (left) and of an agent using an

artifact and observing the events generated. Source: [99].

using extensively the Java Annotation Framework. It is an interpreter of

a program specified by an agent. The program contains the descriptions

of the activities that the agent needs to execute. Activities could be of

two basic types: atomic and structured. Atomic activities are instructions

containing actions that could interact with the environment. Structured

activity are composition of sub-activities. Atomic activities are declared as

methods tagged with the @ACTIVITY annotation. Method’s body specifies

the computational behaviour of the activity.

2.4.2 Agent-based workflow management system

Business Process Management (BPM) is a well-know practice in IT. High

quality, mature tools are currently available to manage business processes.

However current BPM systems suffer from a number of weakness. The main

drawbacks include [27]:

• Limited flexibility

• Inability to cope with dynamic changes

• Inadequate handling of exceptional situations
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• Limited ability to predict changes

• Insufficient interoperability

A BPM system could draw great benefit from agent-based methodolo-

gies. Some of these advantages are based from the properties of MAS. For

example, the agent metaphor allows decentralized ownership and an high

degree of concurrency. Moreover agent-based technologies allow the build-

ing of distributed and decentralized systems that are closer to the real-world

environments.

The enactment of workflows using multi-agent systems has already been

proposed in the literature [33, 25]. Result, include the development [53] of

workflow management systems based on the popular open source MAS plat-

form JADE [26]. Researchers are currently exploiting agents to amend pro-

cess integration, interoperability, reusability and adaptability [120]. Societies

of software agents could be used to manage and coordinate workflow defined

by business processes. Exploiting these methodologies facilitates design pro-

cess and supports distributed dynamic process management. Agents need

to interact and communicate with other agents in the environment to co-

ordinate themselves and control distributed workflows tasks [120]. In order

to improve interoperability there is a need for standard semantic constructs.

Chen and Tu [38] proposes an agent-based system using ontology and

RFID technology to monitor and control dynamic production flows. The au-

thors describe a whole system composed of several types of agents designed

to perform collaborative supports for just-in-time and just-in-sequence pro-

duction strategies. In the cited architecture all the agents are deployed on

a centralized server. Only agents designated to interact with RFID tags are

deployed in ad-hoc local computers. The ontology in this case is used to de-

scribe RFID tags and thus to render able agents to exchange data coherently.
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Figure 2.9: The main elements in the WADE workflow metamodel. A Process

is composed of a set of Activities. Each Activity has one or more Transitions with

the possibility to add conditions. One ore more Formal parameters are used for

defining inputs and outputs. An Activity could be of different types: Tool, Subflow,

Code. Source: [36].

Workflow and Agent Development Environment (WADE) [36] is a soft-

ware platform proposed as an extension to JADE by the JADE development

group itself. JADE provides a middleware in which software agents are able

to act and interact by means of FIPA9 standard protocols. WADE has been

developed on top of it, with the implementation of new features for support-

ing the use of workflows in the deployment of multi-agent applications [36].

9http://www.fipa.org/
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WADE includes a micro-engine embedded in a set of dedicated agents

which are specifically developed for the execution of workflows defined in

an extended version of the XPDL metamodel. Doing this, the new engine

permits to directly execute the Java code associated to a specific workflow

activity. Moreover, this new tool allows to choose and assign secondary agents

for the execution of subflows. Additional components have also been defined

in WADE so as to manage administration and fault tolerance issues. The

main challenge in WADE consists in bringing the workflow approach from

the business process level to the level of system internal logics [97]. In other

words, the objective is not to support an orchestration of services provided

by different systems at high level, but to implement the internal behaviour

of single systems.

Figure 2.9 depict Wade workflows shown in a meta-model directly derived

from XPDL. The main difference from the standard XPDL meta-model relies

on the class Activity. Besides the classical activies (Tool, SubFlow, Route,

etc etc) a Code Activity has been added. The Code Activity is a peculiar

feature of WADE and as such it allows to define Java code to be executed

during an Activity.



Chapter 3
Proposed solution

3.1 Architecture

This PhD project tackled the problem presented in Chapter 1 by aiming

to close the gap between the biologist’s information management system

concept on one hand and the software engineering knowledge and techno-

logy involved in automating the execution of laboratory protocols on the

other hand. To this end, inspired on MDA, we developed a software frame-

work that enables the biologist to directly plan and express his/her protocols

without the need to draw from software engineering knowledge and tech-

nology, including programming languages, compilers, interpreters, and the

like.

The architecture of the solution we envision comprises the following four

main constituents:

1. A high-level language as close to the experience and the needs of the

biologist as possible, in MDE this is often referred to as “domain specific

language”;
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2. A graphical editor capable of enabling the user to graphically specify

the desired protocols with the provided high-level language;

3. A model-to-code compiler able to translate the user protocol in code

directly ready for execution on the target platform (the laboratory

environment);

4. A run-time environment that understands an executable version of the

protocol produced by the said compiler and is able to relate the con-

straints and needs expressed in the protocol to the actual capabilities

of the environment and to accordingly execute multiple protocols in

parallel.

The proposed language (1) describes the operational perspective of labor-

atory protocols using a workflow metaphor expressed in XPDL [108]. To

make it better fit our purpose we enriched the XPDL meta-model with con-

cepts drawn from an ontology specialized in biomedical investigations (OBI

[40]). We then used the Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) to integrate the

OBI ontology and the XPDL schema, from which we obtained a new meta-

model (nicknamed BioCow after Biology Combined Ontology [and] Work-

flow). BioCow makes it possible to model workflows in terms of objects and

actions specific of our target domain, which arguably meets Objective 1 as

specified in Chapter 1.

To meet Objective 2 we used the Obeo Designer1 to enable the user to

graphically specify protocols. This work had a more engineering than sci-

entific nature. However, its final result was important in that it enables the

user to produce models of the desired protocols in a manner that construct-

ively guarantees conformance to our meta-model. When the user draw a

1http://www.obeodesigner.com/
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protocol the editor is able to interpret the ontological constraints and to pre-

vent the violation of them. In fact the editor enable only the symbols that

are ontological valid.

Objective 3 was achieved by a classic model-to-text transformation ap-

proach for which we used Acceleo2. In designing our transformation engine

we regarded the execution platform as composed of two distinct parts: the

software infrastructure, which we require to be invariant and based on the

multi-agent system (MAS) paradigm; and the laboratory equipment, which

is the obviously variable part of our target setting. The former is bound to

the latter by means of a battery of software drivers. Such drivers are outside

of our direct concern and can be written in any programming language as

long as they can be wrapped in Java classes that conform to our specification.

For our purposes the services provided by those drivers describe the labor-

atory equipment to the level of detail needed by our model-to-code compiler

(this enacts a correct-by-construction approach instead of a construct-by-

correction development).

Our execution environment (cf. Objective 4) is built upon a MAS. This

choice was motivated by the intuition that a biological laboratory can be

regarded as a complex system comprised of a number of heterogeneous,

autonomous entities potentially competing for physical resources. The agent

metaphor was found to match our needs very well. A further dimension of

interest in the agent technology was the ability to exploit the autonomous

nature of agents to cope with contingencies, which will be needed to maxim-

ize the volume of correct and useful experimental data that can be obtained

by automated execution of laboratory experiments.

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. In section 3.1.1 we describe

2http://www.acceleo.org/pages/home/en

http://www.acceleo.org/pages/home/en
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the whole architecture. In section 3.2 we describe the front-end of our archi-

tecture. In section 3.3 we describe the back-end of our architecture.

3.1.1 Front-end and back-end of our proposed archi-

tecture

The system we propose offers a straight path from end-user specification to

directly executable protocols. The end-user is provided with an environment

in which she can describe her protocols using a language close to her domain

knowledge and experience. The user interface of the LIMS supports a do-

main specific modelling language. The language is built incorporating formal

domain knowledge directly into a workflow environment. The end-user deals

with the terms of the language and their assembling into protocols by using

a graphical editor. The LIMS is therefore composed by the following main

building blocks (see Figure 3.1)

1. Front-end

(a) BioCOW metamodel: it formalizes laboratory knowledge into a

graphical language that combines workflow notations and elements

of a biological ontology into a language specialised for the model-

ing of laboratory protocol

(b) Graphical editor: it supports the language defined by the BioCOW

metamodel.

2. Back-end

(a) Model-to-code transformation: starting from a protocol specified

in the BioCOW language it produces an executable program cap-

able of carring the protocol out in a given laboratory
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(b) Execution platform: it reads, interprets, checks and enacts the ex-

ecutable version of protocols and deploys them on a MAS platform

that encapsulate the laboratory hardware system.

The architecture that we set out to built confirms with the Model Driven

Engineering paradigm [54]. The end user (see Figure 3.1) is able to describe

the experiment model in her own language. The corresponding formal spe-

cification (in the BioCOW meta-model) produced by the Visual Editor is

then automatically translated into an executable specification that will be

executed by a system of software agents. The product of the transforma-

tion is a set of Java classes that can be compiled and used directly in the

runtime system. The transformation preserves the requirements and the

constrainst specified by the end-users at design time. The transformation

generates a system in a meta-model that need not to be directly handled

- nor even known - by the end-user, but that preserves the requirements and

the constraints postulated at design time.

Our project aims at simplifying the work of laboratory operators. With

the drastic increment of formalization and automation that we achieve, the

room for man-made errors will be greatly reduced and all the bookkeeping

activities will not absorb any more the staff time.

3.2 Front-end: exploiting domain knowledge

in a MDA style

We use the MDA paradigm to describe from a high-level more abstract, IT-

neutral point of view the entities of a laboratory and their interactions. This

higher-level model should be used by a laboratory expert to formally describe

her experiment or routine protocol: the product of the user specification is a
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of our proposed solution.
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model that rests on our metamodel. Subsequently, a fully automated trans-

formation of the model derives executable code for it, ready for execution on

a runtime platform that meets our MAS-base specification. The key benefit

here is the possibility for the laboratory operator to describe his/her needs

- the model of a protocol - using a language that draw from the relevant do-

main knowledge. Using our infrastructure there is no need for the end-user to

learn a programming language for coding an information system to manage

the execution steps of the intended protocol and treat the raw data produced

from it. Similarly there is no need for the end-user to have probably difficult

and expensive interactions with computer scientists for explaining them how

to design and customize the needed information system.

In laboratories, and consequently in LIMS, a protocol is a procedural

description of the steps necessary to perform an experiment. Protocols are

generally expressed in a natural language. Only recently we have seen a

trend to coagulate specific aspects of protocols into a more structured form

[80]. Writing protocols in a natural language incurs hazards like ambiguity,

interpretability, difficulty of automation, implicit knowledge and so forth.

We have therefore chosen to promote the notion of protocol to a first-class

entity and to adopt more formal denotations for representing and sharing

protocols.

In our published work [80] we described an attempt to address those prob-

lems by combining the EXACT ontology [115] for representing biomedical

protocols with the XPDL meta-model for workflow interchange. By means

of an ad-hoc solution, we enabled laboratory staff to intuitively design their

protocol by using a standard XPDL editor. Protocols are represented as

workflows in the de-facto standard interchange language, incorporating do-

main knowledge from the EXACT ontology. We subsequently refined our
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metamodel using the modern OBI ontology..

The front-end of our system is the component destined to interact with

the end users and in which the end-user formalizes his protocols. In our

system we embed the descriptive knowledge of laboratory ontology inside a

workflow prescriptive model, which describes a protocol from an operational

point of view. Beginning from the 1980’s, the field of computer science started

to adopt ontology notions as a way to provide a simplified and well defined

view of a specific domain. A workflow instead is a structured definition

of a process, used for the automatic management of particular activities. A

formalized process involves the definition of activities, their order of execution

and their responsible actors [124].

3.2.1 Ontology

As we have seen in Section 2.2.4, OBI is an ontology for the description of

biological and clinical investigations [40]. OBI relies on the Basic Formal On-

tology (BFO) upper ontology and describes the design of an investigation,

protocols and instrumentation, materials used, data generated and analysis

performed on it. The ontology is developed to model biomedical investiga-

tions, therefore it contains terms for aspects such as:

• biological material, e.g. DNA

• instruments, e.g. centrifuge or thermal cycler

• design and execution of an investigation, e.g. injecting mice with a

vaccine to test its efficacy.

An upper ontology is an artefact with the function of ”supporting in-

terpretability between domain ontologies to facilitate the share used of data
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both within and across disciplinary boundaries” [105]. An upper ontology

describes concepts of the ”Reality” from a high-level of abstraction. BFO is

based on the philosophy of realism (also called in this context BFO-realism).

It takes on from Aristotle’s concept of reality [58, 88].

Since OBI is based on BFO we work with both ontologies. The rela-

tionship that we are going to build will be split in two layers. One against

BFO and one against OBI. We will use therefore use the whole BFO. This

approach prevent disruption in case of changes in the structure of OBI.

3.2.2 Metamodel

XPDL (see section 2.3.3) is a markup language created to ensure interop-

erability among different workflow management tools. Its main goal is to

exchange process definitions, addressing both the topographical and the se-

mantic notations of the relevant workflow. It also incorporates information

relating to the graphical representation (e.g. the position of blocks in the

workflow).

The meta-model of XPDL involves the definition of activities, the specific-

ation of their order of execution and the involved data. The flow of execution

is specified through such constructors as sequence, split, join. An elementary

activity is an atomic piece of work [101]. An Activity could modify relevant

data declared as DataField. In addition to standard types a user could add

external types (by means of an XSD declaration or an external reference). It

is also possible to declare new complex types directly inside the XPDL file.

In our domain not all the entities of the XPDL metamodel are relevant.

In the construction of our metamodel we use only the following elements:

• Process
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• Activity

– SubFlow

– Route

– Gateway

– Task/Tool

• Transition

• Data field

• Type Declaration

• Relevant Data

• Formal Parameter

• Actual Parameter

For brevity in this list we did not include container entities like Activities

and similar.

In our metamodel we replace the entity Application, linked with Activity

by Task/Tool with the new entity Action.

3.2.3 BioCOW metamodel

As we are to build a workflow model embedding the OBI ontology, we focused

our efforts in defining a precise relation between BFO/OBI and MDE. We did

this because an ontology aims at describing a domain of knowledge, therefore

it is descriptive in contrast with a model which is prescriptive [106].

Finding a method to relate MDE (and its various layers of abstraction) to

the ontology schema is key to enabling the systematic use of ontology inside
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the prescriptive models. In order to formally include OBI as component of

the XPDL meta-model we built a relation between the classic layers of MDE,

BFO/OBI and XPDL.

MDE and XPDL

Figure 3.2 depicts the classic layers of MDE. The workflow components of

our formalism are fairly easy to place in this hierarchy. XSD, the XML

schema language used to describe XPDL can be positioned at the M3 level

(i.e. meta-meta-model). XPDL conforms to a XSD model and therefore lies

at the M2 level (i.e. meta-model). A valid XPDL workflow (i.e. a model for

the end user) is at level M1. A specific execution of a workflow resides at the

ground level M0 (not shown in the figure).

Figure 3.2: The BioCOW meta-model is built by combining XPDL with

BFO/OBI. Both are translated in Ecore by means of model-to-model transforma-

tion. A standard XSD to Ecore transformation is used for XPDL. For BFO/OBI

we used an existing tool developed by Hillairet Guillaume and Yves [68].

Let us for example analyse the Application construct of the XPDL meta-

model. In XPDL the concept of Activity represents the unit of work. An

Application is a particular kind of Activity that describes functionalities

offered by legacy systems. In XPDL an Application is invoked by means of

a Tool Activity. In terms of Object Oriented programming languages, an
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Application can be seen as an interface for a functionality with a name and

a list of parameters. We can think of an interface as a sort of “contract”

between a class and the outside world. Every parameter is described with a

name, a type, and a mode of passing (input, output, mixed). The Application

construct is in fact the junction point between the workflow world of XPDL

and the ontological world of BFO/OBI.

MDE and BFO/OBI

Before defining a mapping between BFO/OBI and XPDL we need to also

relate the former to MDE. BFO is written in OWL, hence, in our schema

of interpretation, OWL is at level M3 and BFO at M2. OBI is a specializa-

tion of BFO in the dimension of the description of the domain. It is not a

specialization in the linguistic dimension proper of the MDE [21]. For that

reason, OBI is at M2 in an orthogonal dimension (horizontal instead of ver-

tical in Figure 3.2). A distinct consequence of this choice is that instances

of BFO/OBI concepts (in OWL called individuals) are placed at M1. Using

this schema of interpretation, individuals are tags that have as referent the

real objects that we put at M1.

Mapping

At this point, we have laid out a sufficient basis to relate the parts of

BFO/OBI of our interest with the XPDL meta-model to produce a map-

ping between elements of the two worlds. Table 3.1 presents the resulting

mapping. In the first column we see the concepts that we choose to repres-

ent inside our metamodel. In our vision the list is exhaustive and general

enough to cope with all the needs of a laboratory. The mapping to XPDL is

not complete, as we have seen we left out the entities not relevant with our
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needs. We mapped all the entities of a laboratory against BFO as well as

OBI. Figure 3.3 shows the composition of our metamodel. BioCOW is com-

posed using entities from XPDL and terms from BFO/OBI. It is composed

using the relevant parts of XPDL and a subset of BFO/OBI.

Laboratory XPDL BFO OBI

Protocol Process Generically depend-

ent continuant

Plan specification

Sub-protocol SubFlow Generically depend-

ent continuant

Plan specification

Unique single step of

a protocol

Task/Tool Generically depend-

ent continuant

Action specification

Real world (e.g. Illu-

mina sample) or the-

oretical (e.g. Pro-

ject) items

Data Type material entity material entity

generically depend-

ent continuant

information content

entity

Objects properties Data Field specifically depend-

ent continuant

quality

Table 3.1: Mapping between XPDL and BFO/OBI. The relevant concepts of

XPDL are mapped with concepts from BFO and OBI.

The main concept of Protocol is easily mapped to the workflow model by

the notion of Process. In the XPDL specification [108] a process is defined

as a “combination of various activity with a specified flow of execution”. An

internal process consists of one or more activities, each comprising a logical,

self-contained unit of work”.
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Figure 3.3: Composition of the BioCOW metamodel.

We connected this concept with the OBI concept of Plan specification,

defined as a “directive information entity” that is a “Generically dependent

continuant”. When concretized it is realized in a process in which the bearer

tries to achieve the objectives, in part by taking the specified actions. Plan

specifications includes parts such as objective specification, action specifica-

tions and conditional specifications. A SubFlow (sub-protocol) is a process

itself hence the mapping is the same as for process (i.e. Plan Specification).

The second main concept for our effort is the notion of unit of work. In

XPDL this is backed by the Activity class, which can be of different kinds.

One of those is the Task/Tool class, a service or an application required and

invoked by the process. In the XPDL metamodel every tool declares a set of
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Applications. We mapped this XPDL concept with the Action specification

in OBI, a “directive information entity that describes an action the bearer

will take” that is as well subclass of “Generically dependent continuant” of

BFO..

Since an Activity is an atomic piece of work that could modify relevant

data (declared as DataFields) we mapped both the XPDL concept of Data-

Type and DataField. A Datatype in our model could be, in addition to any

standard type, a material entity or an information content entity. We chose

to map a DataField to the concept of quality.

Figure 3.4 shows a portion of the class diagram of the BioCOW meta-

model. We simplified the XPDL meta-model maintaining the concept relev-

ant for our purpose. Figure 3.4 omits technical details and shows only the

protocol relevant concepts. A Protocol is composed by a set of Activities and

Transitions between them. An Activity could modify some relevant data of

the Protocol declared as variable (Datafields). An Activity could be of three

kinds: Route, SubFlow, Action. Only the latter describes a unit of work.

Route Activity permits the explicit expression of split or join sequence flow.

A SubFlow activity is a node in a process which invokes another protocol.

In the first column of table 3.1 we can see all the main entities of our

metamodel. Those entities are general in interpretation and sufficient in

quantity enough to describe protocols in our environment. In order to build

our metamodel we mapped those concepts to the XPDL metamodel. Since

XPDL is richer than our needs not all the entities of our metamodel have a

corresponding match. For example the entities Pool and Lane are left out in

our metamodel.

We then matched the relevant concept of our metamodel against BFO and

OBI. We were able to match all of them against BFO. Working with OBI
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instead was more difficult. OBI is a rich ontology and potentially all the

terms in it are of our interest. We decided to map only a subset of OBI. We

restricted the choice on the higher term on the hierarchy of OBI. For example

we map “material entity” and “information content entity” to DataType.

“material entity” is a class of BFO that OBI inherits. The rationale behind

this choice is to preserve our metamodel against future changes in OBI. OBI

is in active development, however the main structure should not change, like

for example the main branches. Not all the relevant terms of OBI could be

included in the current version. We had to omit some useful terms because

the technology that we used to translate the OWL formulation of OBI into

Ecore is not mature enough to cope with large ontologies like OBI.
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3.2.4 Implementation

In order to actually build the described meta-model we used the technology

provided by the Eclipse Modeling Framework Project (EMF)3. EMF includes

a meta-meta-model language (named Ecore) used to describe models and

meta-models. It is used internally by the framework to provide runtime

support and XMI serialization. EMF provides tools to automatic convert

other formats in Ecore. Specifically there is a standard way to translate

an XML Schema Definition (XSD) file in the Ecore format. Since XPDL is

formulated in XSD we automatically imported it in the EMF.

We had to use a different approach for OBI. We used the approach pro-

posed by [68] described in section 2.3.2. In particular, we translated the

whole BFO ontology and the main classes of OBI from OWL into Ecore.

The authors of the cited workpropose a set of Eclipse plugins that are able

to make a round-trip transformation between OWL and Ecore. The pro-

ject (named EMF4SW4) is not yet mature enough to cope with large and

complex ontologies (as OBI). However it is in very active development and

it is able to deal with relative small ontologies (as BFO is). We used that

project to translate in Ecore some portion of the ontologies of our interest.

In particular, we translated the whole BFO ontology and the main classes of

OBI.

Our BioCOW meta-model is built based on the XPDL meta-model. In

order to actually concretize the mapping between XPDL and BFO/OBI

we created a new class for every mapped classes. The new class inherits

both the XPDL and BFO/OBI classes as specified in the mapping shown

in table 3.1. For example, the BioCOW:Action class has, as a superclass,

3http://www.eclipse.org/emf
4http://code.google.com/p/emftriple/
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the BFO:GenericallyDependentContinuant class. It is worth noting that we

have not specialized directly the XPDL meta-model since, as it is, is already

richer than we need for our purposes. We therefore only retained the main

concepts of XPDL and left out all the surplus details.

Using the resulting BioCOW (Bio-medicine Combined Ontology [and]

Workflow) meta-model we are now able to describe laboratory protocols in a

formal yet intuitive way. By means of the Obeo designer we are able to build a

Graphical User Interface which associates graphical symbols that continue to

conform with the workflow metaphor with constructs of the BioCOW meta-

model. Obeo designer5 is a tool that permits to define your own graphical

representations using your own meta-models. Figure 3.5 shows the graphical

notations used in BioCOW. A variable follows a standard schema of declar-

ation enforcing also the mode of passing (input, output, input-output). A

condition could be attached to a transition, paths with condition not satis-

fied are not followed. A transition specifies the route of the flow of execution

between actions. Finally an Action is declared specifying actual parameters.

Figure 3.5: Principal constructs used in BioCOW

. Principal constructs used in BioCOW.

5http://www.obeodesigner.com/

http://www.obeodesigner.com/
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The Protocol Visual Editor allows end-users, expert of biological labor-

atory domain, to design their experiments by using controlled, well-defined

domain terms to describe samples, equipments and experimental actions.

End users are not required to have programming skills and the specifications

they devise, which on the visual editor are rendered as intuitive workflows ele-

ments, are stored in the BioCOW format. The editor, built on the underlying

meta-model, is semantically ”cultured”, and therefore able to interpret the

constructs of the meta-model in a domain-specific manner that fit the user

intent. Hence, the protocols designed with the editor are syntactically and

semantically correct, as the editor prevents the introduction of statements

not conforming to the meta-model rules.
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3.3 Back-end: translating and executing pro-

tocols

3.3.1 Model-to-code transformation

“Programs” (i.e. protocol models) visually designed with the graphical editor

in the BioCOW “programming language” (i.e. meta-model) can be used

to easily program (i.e. customize) our architecture. Using a model-to-text

transformation (i.e., as in MDA) we are able to translate the user protocol

in executable code ready for execution into the target platform.

In designing the transformation engine we regarded the execution plat-

form as composed of two distinct parts: the software infrastructure, which we

require to be invariant and based on the multi-agent system (MAS) paradigm;

and the laboratory equipment, which is the variable part of our target setting.

The former is bound to the latter by means of a battery of software drivers.

Such drivers are outside our direct concern and can be written in any pro-

gramming language as long as they can be wrapped in Java classes that con-

form to our BioCOW profile. For our purposes the services provided by those

drivers describe the laboratory equipment to the level of detail needed by our

model-to-code compiler. In our laboratory facilities we have set up specific

drivers for a centrifuge, a robotic arm, a liquid handling device, a sealer

and a thermo-cycler. Centrifuge Actions includes “Centrifuge”, “OpenLid”,

“GiveBucket”. We have also tested another set-up with different devices and

needs in the laboratory of a commercial organization. In the runtime ex-

ecution environment we therefore created a layer of abstraction to provide

a homogeneous view of the services provided by heterogeneous laboratory

machines or operators.

The model-to-text transformation takes as input the model to be imple-
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mented and a “description” of the available laboratory equipments in the

execution platform. The latter is needed to bind each action used in the

modelled protocol with the corresponding real action to be performed by

the equipment in the laboratory. The output of the transformation is a

Java package composed of a set of Classes describing a protocol ready to be

executed by a specific target platform that conform to the JADE/WADE

framework. Figure 3.6 shows the layer of our back-end.

The invariant part of our execution platform is based on a Multi-Agent

System. A MAS is a system composed of multiple agents assigned with

specific tasks. A software agent can be seen as an autonomous, reactive,

proactive and social entity [128]. The functionalities of the user system res-

ult from the interactions among agents. The adoption of this paradigm was

motivated by the consideration that a biological laboratory can be regarded

as a complex system comprised of a number of heterogeneous, autonomous

entities potentially competing for physical resources. We see the agent meta-

phor as perfectly matching our needs. A further dimension of interest in

the agent technology is the ability to apply autonomous capabilities to cope

with contingencies. This capability will be needed to maximize the volume

of correct and useful experimental data that can be obtained by automated

execution of laboratory experiments.

3.3.2 Execution platform

Moreover, from a technological perspective we needed to handle the physical

distribution of the system. Different devices located in different places need

to interact with one another. A multi-agent framework deals directly with

this issue giving us the freedom work at a higher level of abstraction. For the
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Figure 3.6: A conceptual overview of the abstractions involved in the back-end

layer of our solution. Operations provided by heterogeneous devices are uniformly

exposed as Actions for use by the executable model.

implementation we utilized the well-known JADE framework6 in combina-

tion with the WADE [36] extension. JADE provides a middleware in which

software agents are able to act and interact by means of FIPA7 standard pro-

tocols. WADE allows agents to execute workflows using a slightly modified

version of XPDL.

In order to effectively exploit these MAS technologies we chose to build

our back-end system upon JADE/WADE. Input to this execution platform

is the output of our model-to-code compiler. In order to execute compiled

versions of the user protocol we had to define an execution model. The

execution model describes which construct are available and how the runtime

platform deals with them.

6http://jade.tilab.com/
7http://www.fipa.org/
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Executable Model of a protocol

In this subsection we describe the Executable model of a protocol, that we

have defined for coding executable protocols in our runtime platform. An

essential issue is the necessity of monitoring every protocol during every step

of its execution, saving both the information on input and output data and

on the executed procedures. It must be noted that the executable protocol

is not the one defined by the end-user by means of the Visual Editor and

stored in the COW format, but its translation generated by our compiler.

A laboratory protocol can be seen as the composition of precisely defined

activities [40]. The executors of the activities could be instruments (e.g. a

centrifuge) or laboratory personnel. As an example of the huge quantity

of data produced by an activity we could mention the mass of raw data

generated by a single DNA sequencing experiment, that is nowadays in the

order of the Terabytes. Besides the data, all the procedural steps must be

tracked. Returning to the DNA sequencing laboratory example, the protocol

would probably require to execute also ”virtual” operations, as opposed to

physical like converting the raw data into DNA sequences and subsequently

assemble them by means of alignment algorithms.

In the typical protocol we find three kind of activities, depending on their

performer:

• those performed by a physical device, like a liquid handler workstation

(e.g. Biomek FX);

• those performed by a virtual device, like an assembling software;

• those performed by a human operator, like shaking a plate or taking a

sample of DNA through a swab.
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Starting from these considerations we defined a general notion of activity,

called Action. An Action is defined by a name and a list of parameters.

Each Action parameter is characterized by a name, a type and by the mode

in which it is passed (read-only, read/write, write-only) (Figure 3.7). An

Action is an atomic step in our execution model and could be seen as the

simplest instruction that our MAS is able to interpret and execute.

Figure 3.7: XML schema for an Action.

Referring again to the programming language metaphor we can assim-

ilate an Action in our Executable model of a protocol to a single machine

instruction in a machine code program. A single machine instruction can

be directly executed by the processor. Our definition of Action is general

enough to cover the three kind of activities above mentioned. Given the het-

erogeneity and the complexity of the laboratory environment, this solution

represents a good trade-off between the need of describing a protocol with

enough low granularity and the need of having a common interface for every

activity involved.

Listing 3.1 shows the XML document describing a ”centrifugate” Action.

A centrifugate Action is defined by three parameters. The parameter named

”performed”, is of Boolean type and its mode is OUT, so that it is actually

an output parameter of the action, representing whether the action has been

successfully performed. The second and the third parameters are inputs
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of integer type representing respectively the g-force to be applied in the

centrifugation and the centrifugation time.

Listing 3.1: XML document for a centrifugate action

1 <?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>

<Action>

<Name>centrifugate></Name>

<ontoTag>tagCentrifuge></ontoTag>

<parameterList>

6 <parameter>

<type>boolean></type>

<name>performed></name>

<mode>OUT</mode>

</parameter>

11 <parameter>

<type>int</type>

<name>forceApplied</name>

<mode>IN</mode>

</parameter>

16 <parameter>

<type>int</type>

<name>centrifugationTime</name>

<mode>IN</mode>

</parameter>

21 </parameterList>

</Action>

It must be recalled that an Executable Action has a semantic counterpart

in the Action concept, formally defined in the laboratory domain ontology of

the BioCOW meta-model[80].

In the Executable model, a Protocol is an articulated flow of Actions.

A Valid Protocol is a protocol that our runtime environment is able to in-
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terpret and to execute. A Protocol in the model could be composed using

different Actions available in the runtime environment or loaded from ex-

ternal libraries. In XPDL a process is a structured composition of pieces of

works, individually called Activities, which could be of various types [108]. In

our system a Valid Protocol is an XPDL compliant model with some minor

limitations and differences.

In order to guarantee the correct interpretation of a BioCOW protocol

we require that every piece of work must be described by means of an Action

concept. In this manner the BioCOW meta-model is semantically enriched

to meet our needs. We also want to preserve at runtime the ontological

constraints defined at design time. In XPDL the notion of ”piece of work” is

described by the concept of Activity. Hence we impose that every Activity

is allowed to only invoke Actions. In order to satisfy this condition in the

Executable model, we placed two restrictions on the XPDL meta-model.

The first one is to limit the types of Activity only to Route and SubFlow.

The Route activity performs no work and simply supports routing decisions

among the incoming transitions and/or among the outgoing transitions. The

SubFlow activity enables the reuse of processes and could be usefully used

to encapsulate parts of protocols in self-contained modules.

Second, we provide a specific SubFlow (ExecuteActionW) around an in-

vocation of an Action. The ExecuteActionW SubFlow (Figure 3.8) simply

invokes the execution of the Action and checks whether it is performed with

or without errors. Actions can be executed only if they are encapsulated

within that construct.

Using only Route and SubFlow activities and using the ExecuteActionW

SubFlow we can therefore ensure that every piece of work is backed by an

Action concept. Below we describe how we have built a MAS runtime system
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Figure 3.8: The ExecuteActionW SubFlow that encapsulate the execution of ac-

tions.

able to execute a Valid Protocol.

MAS Runtime Environment

The architecture of the MAS Runtime Environment is designed to closely

resemble the laboratory environment, with the additional capability of being

able to interpret and execute Actions as described in section 3.3.2. The

Executable Model of a protocol involves one main kind of entity. These

entities are heterogeneous and distributed resources that actually expose and,

on request, perform Actions. We therefore dedicated one class of agent to

these entities, the Device Agent (DA). Another distinctive characteristic of

the Runtime Environment is an entity that does read an executable protocol

and handles its execution. A Protocol Manager agent (PM) is appointed to

control this aspect. A user interface agent (APE) is designed for loading new
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Agent Description

Agent Protocol Environment (APE) allows the loading of new protocols

Protocol Manager (PM) executes a protocol in the MAS

Device Agent (DA) controls a resource, physical or virtual envir-

onment

Report Agent (RA) user interface for mobile devices

Table 3.2: Different classes of agents in our runtime platform.

protocols in the MAS. A Reporter Agent (RA) is built specifically as a User

Interface for mobile devices. Table 3.2 shows the different agents capabilities.

• DA: controls a resource (physical or virtual)

• PM: executes a protocol in the MAS

• APE: allows the loading of new protocols

• RA: user interface for mobile devices.

The RA agent is created at the boot of the system. For each resource in

the laboratory environment that should be automatically managed from the

LIMS, it is then created a DA Agent counterpart. One APE is also created

in the boot phase, however two (or more) instances can co-exist without any

problem. The same holds for the RA. A PM agent instead is created dynam-

ically on user demand, and it is responsible for the execution of a particular

protocol. On completion of the protocol, the PM agents automatically end

its life cycle and is removed from the system.

Device Agent (DA)

We use a combination of a Driver and an Agent to make available in the MAS

a service that can be executed by a physical or virtual resource. A Driver
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in our model actually handles the communication with a legacy resource

such as a centrifuge or a robotised station. Since our model is inspired on

the A&A model [90], our Driver is structured in terms of Actions. The

similarity with the model lies in the fact that a Driver represents a resource

in the MAS environment (Artifact in the A&A model). The main difference

is that we strictly bind an instance of a Driver with exactly one instance

of a DA. As a consequence, every request of Actions must be posted to a

specific DA that acts as a proxy to the driver and therefore to the resource.

A Resource exposes a set of Actions, one for every functionality. In the

Centrifuge example the Centrifuge is the resource itself, and it is described by

means of the functionalities it exposes and hence by a set of different Actions,

i.e. the actions it can actually perform (e.g. ”centrifugate” or ”open lid”).

A DA is responsible for executing the individual actions, therefore it needs

to know how to physically communicate with the resource it encapsulate.

The DA also needs to communicate with other agents so as to satisfy any

incoming requests for its functionalities. We therefore structured a DA in

two layers as depicted in Figure 3.9. The bottom layer is responsible for

the communication with the resource using a specific driver. The top layer

carries out the normal agent duties behaviour and social capabilities.

The scope of the bottom layer is to fetch and store metadata, using a

resource specific driver. In the development of such a complex and hetero-

geneous system like a biological laboratory, the design of a new driver can

become a hard bottleneck. Hence we spent some effort to simplify the process

of driver creation. In our approach, a driver could be any piece of Java code.

This choice enables the reuse of legacy code as well as direct interfacing with

the instrument. The only added requirement for a developer is to declare

which services the driver does expose. This is done via the Java annotation
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Figure 3.9: Layers of the Device Agent.

mechanism, which allows to add metadata to the code. We provide a set

of annotations like @Action and @Par. Every method that is exposed as a

first class entity in the system (Action) must be annotated with the @Action
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tag. In case of parameters, the @Par tag should be used. As illustrated in

Listing 3.2 the method centrifugate is promoted to the level of an Action

entity in the MAS. Two parameters are declared plus an extra one for the

return value of the method. The XML document of Listing 3.1 is actually

created from the annotated centrifugate Java method of Listing 3.2.

Listing 3.2: Example of a method annotated with an @Action tag

@Action(ontoTag = "tagCentrifuge", returnName = "performed")

public boolean centrifugate(

@Par(name = "gforce", mode = Mode.IN) int rpm,

@Par(name = "sec", mode = Mode.IN)int sec

5 ){

//communication with the centrifuge

}

Using a driver manager the Device Agent is able to load and extract the

metadata for a driver that fulfills these requirements. During the initializa-

tion phase the agent loads the driver, analyzes the metadata and creates a set

of Action objects compliant to our model. The set of these objects provides

the descriptions of the capabilities of the Device agent. In the last step of

the initialization phase the DA register itself (with the exposed capabilities)

in the MAS.

The top-layer of the device agent is responsible for the interaction with

other agents in the MAS, responding to request for Actions. Its main cap-

ability is to execute the ExecuteActionW SubFlow (see Figure 3.8). If a PM

agent wants to execute an action available on the interfaced device he should

first retrieve the corresponding Action object querying the yellow pages. At

that point, the PM should request to the DA to perform the ExecuteActionW

SubFlow using as parameter the Action object and the actual parameters (if
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any) of the action. The DA then tries to execute the action, communicating

with the resources by means of the driver. If any error occurs, the caller is

notified. In case of no errors, the resulting output parameters are filled in

the Action object and the caller is notified.

Protocol Manager agent (PM)

The Protocol Manager (PM) agent is responsible for the correct execution of

a protocol. It incorporates the capabilities to execute a restricted XPDL pro-

tocol (according to section 3.3.2). Since the restriction imposed on XPDL in

our Executable Model are minor, a normal WADE agent can be used without

problems. In order to develop a protocol directly in the MAS system it is

therefore possible to use the WOLF tool [35]. However, in the future, we in-

tend to translate a protocol, structured in the BioCOW meta-model, directly

in Java code fit for use in JADE/WADE. On the launch of a new protocol a

new PM is created. The first step performed by a PM is to check whether

the protocol can run on the current environment. The PM tries to verify the

avalaibility of every Action used in the protocol before actually starting ex-

ecution. Only if that control is successful then the execution of the protocol

can take place. When the PM agent encounters an Action invocation, it first

check, which DA is actually able to perform it. The answer depend on the

actual state of the resource (the resource could be already in use or could

be broke). The search is performed using the classic yellow pages system

of JADE. Then, the agent delegates the execution of the ExecuteActionW

SubFlow to the proper DA. The standard WADE mechanism used to en-

act distribuited workflow execution is applied. If multiple protocols require

the same action, the requests are queued and acted upon by the DA. The

requests are then served on a FIFO base. In the future, using a separate
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scheduler, more complex policies will be usable.

Agent Protocol Environment (APE)

The APE agent provides a user interface (UI) to laboratory operators in order

to load new protocols. A protocol is enclosed in a package that contains three

different categories of elements:

• main protocols as well as the sub-protocols used in them;

• local resources like images or spreadsheet files required by the activities

of the protocols;

• specific external libraries to provide utility function like PDF docu-

ments generation.

APE loads a package and does visualize its content to the operator. It then

extracts all the resources from the package and does deploy them into the

runtime system. It is also responsible for creating a new PM agent and to

charge it with the execution of the loaded protocol.

Reporter Agent (RA)

A Reporter Agent has been built specifically to handle requests from mobile

devices that provide GUIs to laboratory operators. We currently support

Android [2] based mobile devices using the peer-to-peer approach proposed

in [123]. The RA is able to query the system and to provide information

about the state of a sample processed in the laboratory. It interacts with

the other agents of the runtime system and queries the database in order to

determine detailed information like:

• the customer order that activates the laboratory analysis;
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• the type of the biological analysis in which the sample is involved;

• the current phase of processing reached by the sample;

• the relationship with other samples produced in the laboratory for the

same customer order.

Finally, after collecting all pieces of information, the RA is able to produce

a report and to send it to the operator’s GUI on their mobile device.
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3.4 Results obtained for each element of the

system

Our system consists of four parts:

1. A high-level language that draws both from a domain-specific ontology

and a workflow metamodel;

2. A graphical editor built upon the above language;

3. A model-to-code compiler that translate the language written using the

graphical editor in code suitable for the runtime platform;

4. A runtime platform;

The high-level language, BioCOW, is currently at a prototype stage. The

mapping provided is sufficiently detailed to be used in a real-environment.

However with the technology we used we were not able to implement the

whole mapping in our technological stack. We therefore limited ourselves

to map just a fraction of the whole ontology. In particular we mapped all

the BFO ontology and only the main branches of the OBI ontology. That

limit does not impair the methodology as the development of the tools used

is currently active and there is a vivid interest in the community to explore

such possibilities.

The graphical editor built using the Obeo designer was developed for

demonstration purpose and not with a commercial intent. The current stage

of the implementation is suitable for build valid BioCOW models. All the

main concepts are mapped to graphical symbols. However it is not stable

enough for industrial use. The procedure used to draw relies on the expert-

ise of the developer. An end-user would not be able to effectively use the
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system. Even more the editor has not been tested and critical bugs should

be expected.

The model-to-code compiler as well has been built for demonstration

purpose only. The current stage of the implementation covers the main

constructs and it is able to translate BioCOW models in valid packages for

the execution on the runtime system. However it has not yet been used

extensively and therefore some bugsmay still be encountered in actual use.

The runtime system has been validated and used in an industrial envir-

onment (BMR Genomics). It should be considered a beta release and the

majority of the features are already implemented. It is stable for real world

using and the development is currently active. It comprises API for building

protocols, API for develop drivers as well as a small set of built-in drivers. It

has been tested over the main operating system (Windows, Linux and Mac

OS X).





Chapter 4
Evaluation

In this chapter we provide some elements for an evaluation of the work de-

scribed in this dissertation. Since our system is divided in two layers (front-

end and back-end) we need two different kind of expertise. Therefore, in

collaboration with domain experts, we tried our prototype in two different

use cases.

The front-end of our architecture is the layer that deals with the end-user.

Hence, on the ground of the partnership with CRIBI1, we engaged research-

ers from the field of molecular biology in using our specification language.

Drawing from the researcher experience, and working directly with them,

we used our tools to develop a real-world protocol. We then compared the

produced protocol.

For the back-end part we worked in collaboration with BMR Genomics2

a company involved in the sequencing fields that offers sequencing services

for third parties. BMR services range from sequencing for researcher project

to paternity tests for private individuals. During the course of the project we

1http://www.cribi.unipd.it/
2http://www.bmr-genomics.it/
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deployed our back-end system in their business processes. Thus we had to

directly relate our runtime system to their legacy protocols and environment.

Section 4.1 presents the front-end use case; Section 4.2 and 4.3 the back-

end one.

4.1 Specification language

The experiment has been structured in sequential four phases:

1. Introduction to the expert of the intent of the system and its way of

modeling

2. Choice of a sample protocol to implement in the system

3. Development of the model of the chosen protocol

4. Evaluation of the developed model against given criteria.

The outcomes expected of the experiment were of two categories.

• That our system is capable of facilitating the production of a well-

formed protocol formalized

• That our language and method achieve good marks in the dimensions

of expressivity, economicity and ambiguity.

In the first stage of the experiment we introduced the user to the ideas

behind the model. We described to the laboratory expert the high-level ar-

chitecture and the logic of the system, its advantages and its current limits.

In particular, we presented the new approach to protocol formalization based

on workflows, listing in a concise way all the constructs currently available

in the visual modelling language (see Figure 3.5). We explained that we
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wanted to maximize the expressivity of the user specification language. In

this “learning” phase we introduced three workflow patterns chosen among

those described in [124]: Parallel Split; Synchronization; Structured Loop.

These patterns do not contribute to the language expressivity but consid-

erably reduce the user effort. Attaching a graphic symbol to each of these

patterns adds to the economicity of the language (as does for example, the

single word “rainbow” in contrast with the dictionary description “An arc of

spectral colors, usually identified as red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo,

and violet”).

We asked the domain expert to write the protocol of interest using the

proposed language constructs, first coding “by hand” in the graphical lan-

guage of workflows. The design process was performed on paper without the

support of any graphical editor. Since the graphical editor is built over the

meta-model it does not add specific constructs and therefore expressivity.

Hence the choice of performing the experimentation on paper, instead that

directly on our graphical, does not have an impact on our experimentation.

We decided to use that approach for constraints of time and to avoid the

impediment caused by the technological non maturity of our editor.

Figure 4.1 depicts a representation of the protocol that had to be trans-

ferred into our platform. The figure shows that our meta-model is expressive

enough to describe the operational parts of laboratory protocols.

Every block in the protocol represents an Action. The Action “Add

Sample” for example adds a precise quantity (vSample) of the sample (ID-

Sample) in the specified micro-centrifuge Eppendorf tube (IDEppendorf ).

Since a DataType could be backed also by an ontological term we used

deoxyribonucleic acids3 (DNA) for the sample (IDSample). An Action could

3Full id: http://purl.org/obo/owl/CHEBI#CHEBI 16991
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have zero or more parameters, each of which could be backed by an appro-

priate ontological term.

In general-purpose workflow languages the end-user meaning is attached a

posteriori to symbols and association. Conversely, basing the workflow meta-

model on the domain specific ontology guarantees maximally consistent use

of the modelling language offered to the end user. This occurs because every

symbol of the workflow language now has an a priori attached meaning well

anchored to the domain ontology.

In the protocol we can also see one of the three proposed patterns: the

Structured Loop. The meaning here is to prepare numberOfSamples samples

as specified by the Prepare Eppendorf action. The two conditions attached

to the transitions specify when to either repeat or stop the action.

It is worth noting that in the first learning round the biologist produced

a very specialized protocol instance with ad-hoc parameters and patterns.

Obviously, the protocol in question was only capable of describing the con-

tingent needs of that particular protocol. Once the expert learned how to use

the language to its full potential, he became able to design a more general

version of his own original protocol, therefore earning larger reuse potential

This shows that we met the economicity goal because we can synthesize a

single artifact which can express a whole range of protocols.

4.1.1 Evaluation

The resulting protocol ( Figure 4.1) has shown that the proposed BioCOW

meta-model enables the biologist to describe his protocols. In our experiment

a biologist without previous knowledge of our system has been able to express

a protocol routinely used in his experimentation. The learning curve proved

to be fairly low. In a couple of learning cycles we saw the domain expert
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Figure 4.1: Protocol

become able to generalize a protocol producing a more general template for it.

Thus we can safely say that the proposed BioCOW meta-model is sufficiently

expressive for the envisioned needs.

The second dimension of evaluation, economicity, takes advantage of the

produced template. The first version of the protocol was comparatively sim-

ilar to a classic protocol description in terms of quantity of syntactic con-

structs used. The language proposed is quite simple and does not provides
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complex constructs able to describe composite behaviours in a concise way.

However, constraining the domain expert to use just a small set of con-

structs has provided an unexpected result. The domain expert has naturally

recognized and developed a common pattern and produced a template for

a variety of protocol experiments. Hence the experiments also produced a

valuable feedback in the economicity dimension.

For the last dimension, ambiguity, the ontology for the reason described

above helps and drives the realization of a more precise protocols. However,

since the validation has been made without the use of a graphical tool, we

were not able to take full benefit from some technological enhancement such

as for example autocompletion. Writing protocols by hands has been made by

careful manual search of the correct ontologicals terms to use. This drawback

could be obviously overcome using a graphical editor able to adequately

interpret the BioCOW meta-model entities.

Another point of interest is the non-ambiguity of the interpretation of

the model. Since the model needs to be translated in an executable form, no

ambiguity is admissible in the interpretation of the constructs (e.g. how to

execute actions and how to evaluate conditions to fire transitions). As our

language is comparatively simple no ambiguous statements could be pro-

duced in the written model. To confirm its correctness has been checked

manually by experts of the execution platforms.

How complex constraints expressed at design time could be preserved

at runtime is currently under investigation. For example, a biologist could

express a condition in which a sample needs to be processed under a specific

temperature (e.g. a centrifugation at 4 degrees). An execution platform

needs to ensure that this specific constraint will be met during the execution.

A laboratory experiment presents itself to the execution environment with
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a list of Actions that compose it. The execution of the experiment is then

enacted if and only if all those Actions can be supported. At present, we

accomplish this simply as a static acceptance check. In the future we want

to augment this with the dynamic capability of handling contingencies. To

this end, the autonomous nature of agents could be of great help.

4.2 Bioinformatic pipeline

In order to assess the validity of our platform we tested it against a set of

bioinformatics analysis. We developed a pipeline used in our laboratory to

analyse the raw data produced by the DNA sequencer. We describe here the

pipeline and the development of that pipeline inside our runtime platform.

4.2.1 Pipeline: alignment of RNA sequences

The aim of the pipeline is to align RNA sequences (reads) of grapes against a

reference genome and to produce an alignment, recorded in the SAM format.

A SAM (Sequence Alignment/Map) format is a generic format for storing

large nucleotide sequence alignments [78]. SAMTools is a suite of programs

able to manipulate that format. We also want to visualize the data in a

GBrowse 4 (a genome viewer). Input of a GBrowse is a BAM file that is a

binary version of a SAM.

In order to produce a BAM file we need to align our sequences against a

reference genome. In our pipeline we start using sequences produce by the

SOLiD (Sequencing by Oligonucleotide Ligation and Detection) produced

by Applied Biosystems (ABI). Data produced by the SOLiD sequencer is

not directly saved in DNA sequences. Instead the color space is used [91].

4http://gmod.org/wiki/GBrowse
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The color space sequences are usually saved in the csfasta (color space fasta)

format. A quality file qual is provided as well in order to assess the quality

of the sequence. Those two formats (csfasta and qual) are then combined

in the format fastq. The fastq format contains both the sequence and the

quality. In our pipeline we used a tool produced by our team (csfasta2fastq)

able to merge those two formats.

We could then align the sequence against a reference genome. We used

Pass as tool [37]. Pass is able to work directly in color space. Output of

Pass is a SAM file that is subsequently sorted and converted in a binary file

(BAM format).

4.2.2 Development

The following steps involved in the pipeline:

• csfasta2fasta

• Map reads

• sam2bam

• bam sorting

• indexing

Each step has as its counterpart a specific tool that could be launched by

command line. We therefore develop a simple driver able to launch a process

like a command line. A more interesting approach would be to developed

a specific driver for every program. That approach would be more time

consuming but it will enable the possibility to describe with more details the

parameters of the single programs.
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The resulting driver, CLIBioinfoDriver, has been developed in Java. The

only Action exposed is execute that takes as parameter the command line to

be executed and returns true in case of success or false otherwise.

We subsequently prepared an environment with the driver and developed

our pipeline. In figure 4.2 we can see the resulting pipeline. Every box of the

Pipeline is an actual invocation of the execute Action exposed by the driver.

csfasta2fasta This step merges a csfasta file with his quality file. It takes

as input a csfasta and a qual files. A fastq file is returned as output.

Map reads This step maps the reads against a given genome. It takes as

input a fastq file. Every reads is then aligned against the reference genome.

A SAM file is given as output. Pass, the alignment tool, is able to work

directly in color space. It must be noted that Pass is a resource consuming

program. In the example tested we worked with a small subset of data (only

two chromosomes instead of the whole genome). We tested using a laptop

with 4 gigabytes of RAM. The amount of RAM was barely enough and the

execution lasted around twelve hours. Usually, specific workstations are used

for this kind of works. However, our platform is general enough to cope with

this situation. We used a simple driver able to launch programs using the

command line. In the case of the workstation it would be necessary to write

just a different driver able to command the workstation. The remainder of

the Pipeline would not need to be changed in that case.

in that case it would not be changed.

sam2bam Conversion of the SAM file in a BAM file. Since a SAM file is

text using a binary conversion we are able to save around 30% of disk space.

The conversion is carried out by the SAMTools.
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bam sorting It creates a new file with the data sorted by chromosome

position. The sorting is carried out by the SAMTools.

indexing It creates a index file with extension needed by the GBrowse.

Figure 4.2: Bioinformatic pipeline: RNA-seq.
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4.3 Demo case: paternity test

The Paternity Test aims at establishing if a man is the biological father

of an individual. A customer, willing to perform the test, places an order

through a website. Afterward, DNA samples belonging to the individual and

to the supposed child are collected, usually by mean of buccal swabs, and

sent to the analysis laboratory. When the material reaches the laboratory,

some biological analysis can actually be executed, according to the protocol

described in Figure 4.3. Through several sub-protocols, the samples are

processed and, at every step, transformed into specific types of succeeding

samples. In the final steps of the protocol, by DNA sequencing techniques,

some data results are obtained. The DNA sequencing output is then used to

compute the profile of the individuals involved in the specific test and finally

a medical report that explain the results is produced by an expert.

Each action of the protocol is currently activated manually by a laborat-

ory operator, following the workflow. In different phases of the process the

operator is bounded to fill some digital resources and execute some bioin-

formatics analysis.

Figure 4.3: The protocol formally describing the Paternity Test

[The protocol formally describing the Paternity Test.]
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In order to test the potential of our system the protocol described above

has been formalized in the BioCOW meta-model. Every depicted activity

block could represent either a normal SubFlow or an Action invocation by

means of the ExecuteActionW SubFlow.

Figure 4.4 shows a subprotocol that describes the steps involved in the

PCR SubFlow. In it we can see a use of the centrifugate action of Listing 3.1.

In the PCRCycle Action the DNA material is amplified by means of the

Polymerase Chain Reaction so that its quantity becomes sufficient for the

following steps of the analysis. It can be noticed that the protocols does

include not only the physical processing of samples but also the management

of the produced data and of the history of the sample (e.g. by mean of the

DBReg Action, that interacts with a database). Doing so make it possible

to support existing legacy systems without changing their structure.

It is worth underlining that since the PCR sub-protocol is self-contained

in the SubFlow is possible to reuse it in other contexts without writing a single

line of code. This drastically reduces the time needed for the implementation

of new protocols.

Using the proposed approach an explicit knowledge of the concepts in-

volved in the protocol exists in the system. The MAS is therefore able to

interpret this knowledge and to act correctly depending on the real envir-

onment. In the case study of the paternity test only the tracking activities

have been totally automated. The operator is therefore notified when he can

start the physical steps, to be executed from a device. Nevertheless, with

proper drivers and proper hardware, physical actions could be automated .

The system notifies the next steps to be performed. In the case study the

operator is notified to perform a PCR on some specific samples. After the

sequencing phase an automatically analysis is performed and the results are
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delivered to the laboratory operator.

In our test case a total of 31 activities were included to define the patern-

ity protocol (included the sub-protocol SwabExtraction, PCR, Sequencing

and Analysis). Using our model we automated 12 of those activities. Once

automated these activities become transparent to the end user and they could

be also easily reused in other protocols with minimal effort.

With respect to the initial requirement of traceability, automation and

integration our test case shows promising results. The requirement of trace-

ability is easily guaranteed, and all the related - and heavy - duties are now

transparent to the end user.

The second requirement of automation is met. In our test case only some

activities have been automated. The bottleneck is the legacy environment

and the development of the drivers. However, also without producing drivers

for the specific hardware, we automated 12 of the 31 initial activities (38%).

The last requirement is met under the constraint to produce specific

drivers for the specific devices used in the laboratory.

Figure 4.4: The PCR subprotocol of the paternity protocol.





Chapter 5
Discussion and conclusion

In 1977, a team lead by Frederick Sanger sequenced the first DNA-based

genome (Phage F-X174). The sequence, only 5 thousand nucleotide bases,

opened a new era for natural sciences. In 2000, after ten years of effort,

two independent projects announced the sequencing of the human genome.

A big technical and methodological leap was needed to sequence all the 3

billions of bases, 6 orders of magnitude larger than the first sequence of 5.000

nucleotides. The last 10 years have also seen a surge of very solid interest

from both the scientific and the industrial communities in the new emerging

opportunities. The second generation of sequencing machine, 454, Solid,

Illumina, significantly dropped the cost for base pair (bp). A third generation

is expected in few a years from now. In the meanwhile, experiments have

been made to directly read the strand of DNA, the success of which will

constitute the forth generation solution.

However this increasing productivity inevitably entails a rise in complex-

ity. New challenges, both for the data produced and the laboratory protocols

(commonly referred to as procedures) used, arise from that progress. The

raw data produced by the laboratory equipment have to be refined so as to be
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post-processed, which poses the so-called assembly problem. The procedures,

which change very rapidly to keep pace with the progress of the sequencing

techniques, must be understood by domain experts. In addition to producing

potentially huge volumes of data, the procedures themselves must be aware

of the progress of execution, for, general intelligence as well as contingency.

The economic value of their execution, in terms of both resource efficiency

and product efficacy obviously benefits from a controlled and stable quality

of execution. This goal is best achieved by automation. However the cur-

rent state of the art offers no standards to this effect. Moreover, since the

sequencing technology is moving fast a solution based on a monolithic infra-

structure (commonly referred to as information management system, IMS) is

the worst possible answer to those needs. In thinking of a fitting solution we

must also bear in mind that, at present, IMS are most often directly realized

by the biologists themselves.

Biomedical analyses are becoming increasingly complex, with respect to

both the type of the data to be produced and the procedures to be executed.

This trend is expected to continue in the future. The development of in-

formation and protocol management systems that can sustain this challenge

is therefore becoming an essential enabling factor for all actors in the field.

The use of custom-built solutions that require the biology domain expert to

acquire or procure software engineering expertise in the development of the

laboratory infrastructure is not fully satisfactory because it incurs undesir-

able mutual knowledge dependencies between the two camps. We propose

instead an infrastructure concept that enables the domain experts to express

laboratory protocols using proper domain knowledge, free from the incidence

and mediation of the software implementation artefacts. In the system that

we propose this is made possible by basing the modelling language on an
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authoritative domain specific ontology and then using modern model-driven

architecture technology to transform the user models in software artefacts

ready for execution in a multi-agent based execution platform specialized for

biomedical laboratories.

In this thesis we proposed an architecture that aims to close the gap

between the biologist’s IMS concept and the software engineering knowledge

and technology involved in automating the execution of laboratory proto-

cols. To this end, inspired on the Model-Driven Architecture paradigm, we

developed a software framework that enables the biologist to directly plan

her protocols without the need to draw from software engineering knowledge

and technology, including programming languages, compilers, interpreters,

and the like.

The architecture of the solution we proposed comprises the two main

layers. A front-end layer with:

• A high-level language as close to the experience and the needs of the

biologist as possible;

• A graphical editor capable of enabling the user to graphically specify

the desired protocols with the provided high-level language;

A back-end layer with

• A model-to-code compiler able to translate the user protocol in code

fit for the target execution platform;

• A run-time environment that understands an executable version of the

protocol produced by the compiler and is able to relate the constraints

and needs expressed in the protocol to the actual capabilities of the

environment and to accordingly execute multiple protocols in parallel.
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BioCOW, our high-level language, describes the operational perspective

of a laboratory protocol using a workflow metaphor expressed in XPDL, a

markup language created to ensure interoperability among different workflow

management tools in order to handle workflow processes. To make it better

fit our purpose we enriched the XPDL meta-model with concepts drawn from

an ontology specialized in biomedical investigations, OBI. OBI addresses the

need for controlled vocabularies not only for the experimental data annota-

tion but also for the representation of investigations in the Biological and

Biomedical Sciences. We then used the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)

to integrate OBI ontology and the XPDL schema, from which we obtained

a new meta-model (nicknamed BioCOW after Biology Combined Ontology

[and] Workflow). BioCOW make it possible to model workflows in terms of

objects and actions specific of our target domain. The mapping provided is

detailed enough to be used in a real-environment. We tested it against three

real use cases drawn from academic and industrial scenarios. However, the

technological stack used is not mature enough to implement the whole map-

ping between OBI and our metamodel. Therefore we implemented a partial

view of the map. We mapped all BFO ontology but only the main branches

of the OBI ontology.

The graphical editor has been built for demonstration only. With it we

were able to build valid BioCOW models. The relevant domain-specific pro-

tocol concepts are mapped to graphical symbols. The model-to-code compiler

as well has been built for demonstration purpose. The current stage is able to

translate valid BioCOW models in executable code for the runtime system.

The runtime system has been validated and used in industrial (BMR Ge-

nomics) and academic (CRIBI) environments. The majority of the features

are implemented and tested. It comprises a set of API for building pro-
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tocols and develop drivers. A growing set of drivers is currently being in

development.

To assess our platform we tested it in an incremental way. We worked

with three different use cases. With the the first use case we engaged a

researcher to write a protocol using our metamodel (see section 4.1). The

protocol used was a typical wet-lab protocol. The evidence collected suggests

that the language covers the needs of the researcher. The researcher was able

to express a protocol of choice with our language. This validation covers the

front-end part of our architecture.

We tested our platform also against a bioinformatic protocol (pipeline)

to analyse data, in contrast with the first use case in which the protocol pro-

duced data (see 4.2. In this test we implemented the pipeline directly on the

runtime platform, hence using only the workflow view of our metamodel. We

then executed the protocol describing the pipeline in our runtime platform.

With this test case we validated our interpretation of what is a protocol

inside a biological laboratory. Our architecture proved flexible and capable

to deal with a set of new operations (bioinformatics tools) requiring only

the development of a single extra driver. The tests were carried out in an

academic (CRIBI) environment using real data.

Finally we tested in an industrial environment the runtime platform (see

4.3). We developed a protocol used as paternity validation. The protocol

developed is a real protocol currently used at the BMR Genomics. We de-

veloped the drivers necessary to interface our system with the specific labor-

atory environment. Our approach proved to be flexible enough to cope with

a different set of use case in a robust way. Since our platform relies on a

simple definition of drivers we were able to easily incorporate legacy systems

in use at BMR. In this way is possible to develop a graceful transition from
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the legacy system to our system. BMR Genomics is currently upgrading his

systems using our platform.

Our long term vision depicted a picture in which a biologist is able to

concentrate on the research goal rather than on side details. With the work

of this thesis we wanted to enable the first steps of this long term vision. We

developed a metamodel that draw directly from an domain ontology. Using

this metamodel a researcher is able to develop protocols and to execute them

in an automated way. However the work on this field is not completed yet.

We can see some directions of work that need to be pursued in the future.

The first is a technological one. Our work proved that a similar approach

is feasible but with some drawbacks. The major limitation is the initial

amount of work that must be done to provide a minimal working tool. An-

other drawback is the current state of the tools able to deal with ontology

and metamodels. This field is comparatively new and the tools are insuf-

ficient. Further work would be required to complete the mapping provided

from a technological point of view. The current maturity of the tools is not

mature enough to translate real world ontology (written in OWL) inside the

Eclipse EMF framework..

A second axis is about the reasoning that we want to enable. In order to

provide a system able to make automatic reasoning and inferences we need

the domain knowledge and the knowledge in a structured way. In our domain

the required knowledge is already expressed in a formalized way (OBI).
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Appendix B
Example of drivers

B.1 Command line driver

Listing B.1 shows a simple driver to launch process using the command line.

The actual code that performs the action starts at line 27. We can see the

method “execute” that is annotate with Action. Using this strategy the

system is able to recognize the method and extract and XML describing it.

Listing B.2 shows the XML conform with the Action schema (see Figure 3.7)

for the only method annotated “execute”. Must be noted that only on the

methods annotated with Action are analysed. Such XML is subsequently

used to invoke the corresponding action during the protocol execution.

Listing B.1: Command line driver.

package org.farm.drivers.clibioinfo;

3 import java.io.BufferedReader;

import java.io.InputStreamReader;

import org.farm.driverutils.FarmDriver;

import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Action;
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8 import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Par;

import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Par.Mode;

import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmDeInitException;

import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmInitException;

import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmTestException;

13

public class CLIBioinfoDriver extends FarmDriver {

@Override

public void init() throws FarmInitException {}

18

@Override

public void deInit() throws FarmDeInitException {}

@Override

23 public boolean test() throws FarmTestException {

return true;

}

@Action(ontoTag = "CLIBioinfo", returnName = "Success")

28 public static boolean execute(

@Par(name = "CLI", mode = Mode.IN) String cli) {

Runtime rt = Runtime.getRuntime();

Process pr;

33 try {

pr = rt.exec(cli);

BufferedReader input = new BufferedReader(new

InputStreamReader(pr.getInputStream()));

String line=null;

while((line=input.readLine()) != null) {

38 System.out.println(line);

}
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int exitVal = pr.waitFor();

if (exitVal >= 0){

return true;

43 }

} catch (Exception e) {

return false;

}

return false;

48 }

}

Listing B.2: The resulting “Action” of the “execute” method.

<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\"?>

<Action>

<Name>execute</Name>

<ontoTag>CLIBioinfo</ontoTag>

5 <parameterList>

<parameter>

<type>boolean</type>

<name>Success</name>

<mode>OUT</mode>

10 </parameter>

<parameter>

<type>class java.lang.String</type>

<name>CLI</name>

<value>DUMMY-VALUE</value>

15 <mode>IN</mode>

</parameter>

</parameterList>

</Action>
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B.2 BiomexNX Driver

Listing B.3 shows a more elaborated driver. A Biomek NX is a liquid dis-

penser able to handle nanoliters. Beckman Coulter Inc.1 is the industrial

vendor. A Biomek NX is controlled using the proprietary software provided

by Beckman developed in Visual Basic. We used a bridge library (Com4j2)

in order to use the proprietary software in Java. Due to limitation of such

library we developed a client-server driver in order to run the bridge in a

different Java Virtual Machine. The code listed shows the client side of our

driver.

Listing B.3: Biomek NX Driver.

package org.farm.drivers.robots.biomekNX;

2

import java.io.BufferedReader;

import java.io.IOException;

import java.io.InputStreamReader;

import java.io.PrintStream;

7 import java.net.Socket;

import java.net.UnknownHostException;

import javax.swing.JOptionPane;

import org.farm.driverutils.FarmDriver;

12 import org.farm.driverutils.PropertiesManager;

import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Action;

import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Par;

import org.farm.driverutils.annotations.Par.Mode;

import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmDeInitException;

17 import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmInitException;

1https://www.beckmancoulter.com
2http://com4j.java.net/
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import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.FarmTestException;

import org.farm.driverutils.exceptions.LoadDriverException;

22 public class BiomekNXDriver extends FarmDriver {

private static final long serialVersionUID =

-4326807377835319383L;

private static final String SERVICE_ADDRESS = "localhost";

private static final int SERVICE_PORT = 14189;

27 private static final int SLEEP_TIME = 1500;

private static String configFile = "drivers/BiomekNXDriver/

BiomekNXDriver.conf";

private BufferedReader in = null;

private PrintStream out = null;

private Socket socket = null;

32 private boolean connectedToMachine;

@Override

public void init() throws FarmInitException {

System.out.println("initializing BiomekNX...");

37 PropertiesManager pManager;

try {

pManager = new PropertiesManager(configFile.toString());

String connectedValue = pManager.getProperty("connected

");

if (connectedValue.compareTo("false") == 0){

42 connectedToMachine = false;

} else {

connectedToMachine = true;

}

} catch (IOException e) {

47 throw new FarmInitException();
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}

}

@Override

52 public void deInit() throws FarmDeInitException {

System.out.println("deinitializing BiomekNX...");

}

57 private void startService() throws Exception {

try {

Runtime.getRuntime().exec("cmd /c start drivers\\

BiomekService\\startService.bat");

Thread.sleep(SLEEP_TIME);

} catch (InterruptedException e1) {

62 e1.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e1);

} catch (IOException e2) {

e2.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e2);

67 }

}

@Override

public boolean test() throws FarmTestException {

72 if (!connectedToMachine) {

return true;

}

boolean result = false;

try {

77 startService();

} catch (Exception e1) {

return false;
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}

try {

82 socket = new Socket(SERVICE_ADDRESS, SERVICE_PORT);

in = new BufferedReader(

new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));

out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream(), true);

out.println("isDeviceUp");

87 String response = "";

while(response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

response = in.readLine();

if (response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

if (response.compareTo("deviceUp") == 0) {

92 result = true;

}

}

}

out.close();

97 in.close();

} catch (UnknownHostException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

result = false;

} catch (IOException e) {

102 e.printStackTrace();

result = false;

}

return result;

}

107

@Action(ontoTag = "executeOperationNX", returnName = "void")

public void executeOperationNX (

@Par(name = "operationName", mode = Mode.IN) String

operationName) throws Exception {

if (!connectedToMachine) {
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112 return;

}

JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(null, "Vuoi procedere con l’

esecuzione?","",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

startService();

try {

117 socket = new Socket(SERVICE_ADDRESS, SERVICE_PORT);

in = new BufferedReader(

new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));

out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream(), true);

out.println(operationName);

122 String response = "";

while(response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

response = in.readLine();

if (response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

System.out.println(response);

127 }

}

out.close();

in.close();

} catch (UnknownHostException e) {

132 e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

} catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

137 }

}

@Action(ontoTag = "plateTransferNX", returnName = "void")

public void plateTransferNX() throws Exception {

142 if (!connectedToMachine) {

return;
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}

JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(null, "Vuoi procedere con l’

esecuzione?","",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

startService();

147 try {

socket = new Socket(SERVICE_ADDRESS, SERVICE_PORT);

in = new BufferedReader(

new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));

out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream(), true);

152 out.println("Rack_tubini96-384_demo_LIMS");

String response = "";

while(response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

response = in.readLine();

if (response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

157 System.out.println(response);

}

}

out.close();

in.close();

162 } catch (UnknownHostException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

} catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

167 throw new Exception(e);

}

}

@Action(ontoTag = "ethanolBSDispensationNX", returnName = "

void")

172 public void ethanolBSDispensationNX() throws Exception {

if (!connectedToMachine) {

return;
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}

JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(null, "Vuoi procedere con l’

esecuzione?","",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

177 startService();

try {

socket = new Socket(SERVICE_ADDRESS, SERVICE_PORT);

in = new BufferedReader(

new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));

182 out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream(), true);

out.println("etanolo_blu_sali_demo_LIMS");

String response = "";

while(response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

response = in.readLine();

187 if (response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

System.out.println(response);

}

}

out.close();

192 in.close();

} catch (UnknownHostException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

} catch (IOException e) {

197 e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

}

}

202 @Action(ontoTag = "ethanol70DispensationNX", returnName = "

void")

public void ethanol70DispensationNX() throws Exception {

if (!connectedToMachine) {

return;
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}

207 JOptionPane.showConfirmDialog(null, "Vuoi procedere con l’

esecuzione?","",JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

startService();

try {

socket = new Socket(SERVICE_ADDRESS, SERVICE_PORT);

in = new BufferedReader(

212 new InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream()));

out = new PrintStream(socket.getOutputStream(), true);

out.println("etanolo70_demo_LIMS");

String response = "";

while(response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

217 response = in.readLine();

if (response.compareTo("completed")!= 0) {

System.out.println(response);

}

}

222 out.close();

in.close();

} catch (UnknownHostException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

227 } catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace();

throw new Exception(e);

}

}

232 }
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Appendix C
List of abbreviations

COTS Commercial-off-the-shelf

LIMS Laboratory Information Management System

BFO Basic Formal Ontology

IFOMIS Institute for Formal Ontology and Medical Information Science

OBO Open Biomedical Ontologies

NCBO National Center for Biomedical Ontology

OBI Ontology for Biomedical Investigations

OWL Web Ontology Language

RO Relation Ontology

NCBI National Center for Biotechnology Information

IAO Information Artifact Ontology

MDE Model-driven engineering
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BPMN Business Process Modelling Notation

XPDL XML Process Definition Language

MAS Multi-agent system

MDA Model-driven architecture

MOF Meta-Object Facility

OMG Object Management Group

BPM Business Process Management

MAS Multi-agent system

WADE Workflow and Agent Development Environment

CRIBI Centro ricerche interdipartimentale biotecnologie innovative
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